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Abstract 
A minimum bias dataset was analysed for transverse hyperon polarisation in 
pA - y A / A I events. The data were taken in the commissioning phase of 
the H E R A - B detector at HERA, DESY, using the proton beam of 920 GeV 
energy to collide with fixed target wires of different materials. 

A sample of approximately 2900 As was obtained in a kinematical re
gion of transverse momentum pt € [0.2,2.2] GeV/c and Feynman variable 
Xp G [—0.19,0.03] and roughly 1350 As were found in the range of pt € 
[0.12,1.64] GeV/c and xF e [-0.13, 0.01]. 

These samples were analysed for transverse polarisation using extensive 
Monte Carlo studies for acceptance determination, yielding: 

Pol(A) : 0.073 ± 0.073 (stat) ± 0.0095 (syst) 
Pol(A) : 0.006 ± 0.129 (stat) ± 0.0381 (syst). 

The found result is compatible with the only other inclusive measurement 
that is available at XF < 0. Concluding, the possible significant contribution 
to the field of hyperon polarisation physics of the H E R A - B spectrometer due 
to its unique kinematical range and possibility to study A dependencies is 
pointed out. 

Zusammenfassung 
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde ein " Minimum Bias" Datensatz im Hinblick 
auf transversale Hyperon-Polarisation inpA —> A / A X Ereignissen analysiert. 
Die Datennahme erfolgte wahrend der Inbetriebnahme des H E R A - B Detek-
tors am H E R A Speicherring des D ESY unter Verwendung des Protonen-
strahls einer Energie von 920 GeV in Wechselwirkung mit Draht-Targets 
unterschiedlicher Materialien. 

Im kinematischen Bereich von Transversalimpuls pt € [0.2,2.2] GeV/c 
und Feynman Variable xp G [—0.19,0.03] wurden hierbei ca. 2900 As rekon-
struiert; weiterhin wurden ca. 1350 As im Bereich von pt £ [0.12,1.64] GeV'jc 
und Xp G [—0.13, 0.01] gefunden. 

Die Polarisationsanalyse dieser Hyperonen ergab unter Verwendung von 
detaillierten Monte Carlo Studien zur Akzeptanzbestimmung folgendes Ergeb-
nis: 

Pol(A) : 0.073 ± 0.073 (stat) ± 0.0095 (syst) 
Pol(A) : 0.006 ± 0.129 (stat) ± 0.0381 (syst). 

Dieses Resultat ist mit der einzigen im Bereich xp < 0 verfugbaren inklu-
siven Messung vertraglich. Abschliefiend wird ausgefiihrt, dafi das H E R A - B 
Spektrometer aufgrund seines kinematischen Bereiches und der Moglichkeit, 
unterschiedliche Targetmaterialien einzusetzen, einen wesentlichen Beitrag 
zum Gebiet der Hyperon-Polarisation leisten konnte. 
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"The story so far: 
In the beginning the Universe was created. 

This has made a lot of people very angry 
and been widely regarded as a bad move." 

Douglas Adams, 
The Restaurant at the End of the Universe 





Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Mot ivat ion 
One of the oldest questions mankind ponders on is what our world and the 
universe is actually made of and what its building blocks might be. 

There have been many different answers so far as science explored matter 
to smaller and smaller dimensions to find its fundamental constituents. The 
present knowledge of the fundamental fermions (particles with half integral 
spin) synthesising matter described in the so called "Standard Model" is 
reflected in table 1.1. According to their hierarchy in mass, quarks and 
leptons are assigned to three "generations". 

charge [e] generation charge [e] 1. 2. 3. 

quarks 

up 
1 - 5 MeV/c2 

charm 
1.15 - 1.35 GeV/c? 

top 
174.3 ± 5.1 GeV/c2 

quarks 
1 
3 

down 
3 - 9 MeV/c2 

strange 
75 - 170 MeV/c2 

bottom 
4.0 - 4.4 GeV/c2 

leptons 
0 < 3 eV/c2 < 0.19 MeV/c2 

vT 
< 18.2 MeV/c2 

leptons 
-1 e 

0.511 MeV/c2 105.658 MeV/c2 
r 

1777 MeV/c2 

Table 1.1: The known fundamental fermions and their masses [GroOO]. 

Within the Standard Model, the fundamental forces are described by 
gauge theories where interactions are mediated by exchange of the respective 
gauge bosons (particles with integral spin) as illustrated in table 1.2. One 
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interaction couples 
to 

affected 
particles 

exchange 
boson 

mass 
\GeVfc2] 

electric 
charge \e] spin 

strong colour 
charge 

quarks, 
gluons gluon (g) 0 0 1 

weak flavour quarks, 
leptons 

W+, W~ 
z° 

80.419 
91.188 

+1 , -1 
0 

1 
1 

electro
magnetic 

electric 
charge 

electrically 
charged photon (7) 0 0 1 

gravitation mass, 
energy all graviton 

(unobserved) 0 0 2 

Table 1.2: The fundamental interactions and their properties [GroOO]. Grav
itation is shown separately as it is not included in the Standard Model. 

fundamental property of the used gauge theories is their symmetry under 
the combined application of the discrete symmetries C (Charge conjugation, 
flipping the sign of all charge like, additive quantum numbers), P (Parity, 
flipping the sign of all space coordinates) and T (Time, flipping the sign of 
the time direction). This symmetry is also called C P T invariance. 

Originally, it was assumed that the interactions described by the Stan
dard Model are also invariant under the application of each single symmetry 
operation C, P and T . However, in the 1950's it was found, that both C and 
P symmetry are violated. In 1964, Christenson et al. discovered the violation 
of combined CP in the K° system. If C P T invariance holds, this discovery 
corresponds to a violation of T . 

The discovery of CP violation triggered the evolution of the Standard 
Model into the present state, since Kobayashi and Maskawa [Kob73] had to 
postulate the existence of at least six quark flavours in order to accommodate 
CP violation in the Standard Model at a time where only three quarks were 
known. The later discoveries of the missing three quarks were important 
confirmations to the model and laid the foundation to its success. 

Since the CP operation corresponds to the exchange of matter with an
timatter, its violation is one premise to the obvious asymmetry between 
matter and antimatter in our universe. It is thus of great interest to check 
to what extent the CP violation implemented in the Standard Model is able 
to describe all observed corresponding effects in nature. 

Another system where CP violation is expected to occur, according to the 
Standard Model, is the B° system. Measurements of different decay modes 
allow to over-constrain the parameters of the Standard Model and thus to 
crosscheck whether the model is still valid or something new is required to 
describe the observations. 

file:///GeVfc2
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Several experiments have been developed to investigate the system of 
B° mesons: The BaBar [Bou95] and Belle [Che95] collaborations use dedi
cated electron-positron colliders to produce B mesons, whereas the H E R A - B 
[HB94] experiment collides protons of the HERA storage ring with the nu-
cleons of fixed target wires to produce B mesons in deeply inelastic reactions. 

Due to the many technical challenges involved in the measurement of 
heavy flavour decays in a huge hadronic background, the ambitious time 
schedule of H E R A - B could not be met, and the detector was still in its 
commissioning phase in the year 2000 data taking period. 

This thesis uses the year 2000 data to explore the physics potential of 
H E R A - B also for minimum bias data, especially for the study of hyperon 
polarisation. Hyperon polarisation is the effect to observe spin polarised 
hyperons produced in the interaction of unpolarised beam and target which 
is still poorly understood theoretically. 

Since the whole detector design of H E R A - B is oriented to the measure
ment of CP violation in the so-called "Golden Decay" B°/B° J/^K®, the 
next section will sketch the basic properties and ideas of this measurement, 
before the main focus of this thesis is addressed. The following sections will 
outline the known experimental properties of A / A polarisation, the corre
sponding theoretical models available at present and the basic theoretical 
considerations necessary for the polarisation measurement. Finally, an out
line of the structure of this thesis is given. 

1.2 C P violat ion in the Standard Mode l 
The neutral current (g, 7, Z°) eigenstates of the quarks, also called flavour, 
are not the eigenstates of the charged currents (W+

:W~). The Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [Kob73] describes the mixing of the flavour 
eigenstates into the charged current eigenstates. By convention, this is done 
by a 3 x 3 unitary matrix VQKM which operates on the negatively charged 
flavour states d, s and b. 

In principle, this complex matrix could have 18 independent parameters. To 
conserve the number of states, this matrix has to be unitary which means 
that only 9 free parameters remain. Additional 5 out of the 9 can be ab
sorbed as phases in the quark wave functions. This results in 4 independent 

(1.1) 
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parameters in total. Since any rotation in n dimensional space can be de
scribed with \n(n — 1) Euler-type angles, with three quark families there are 
3 real Euler angles, resulting in the fourth parameter to be a complex phase. 
The imaginary component of the C K M matrix is necessary to implement CP 
violation in the Standard Model: If the C P T theorem holds, CP violation 
is equivalent to T violation which means complex conjugation of the matrix 
elements. If the matrix would be real, no CP violation could occur. 

It is quite popular to approximate the C K M matrix as introduced by 
Wolfenstein [Wol83] in terms of powers of A = Vus « 0.22 since this shows 
nicely the hierarchy of quark transitions: 

/ 1 - |A2 A A 3 ^ ( p - i r / ) \ 
V c k m = - A 1 - | A 2 \2A + 0 ( A 4 ) (1.2) 

V AM(1 - p - i r j ) -X2A 1 J 

This parametrisation contains four real parameters A , p, 77, A, where A is 
the sine of the Cabibbo angle sin 9C. 

The unitarity of the C K M matrix results in six equations of the type 
A + B + C = 0 that can be visualised as triangles in the complex plane 
having the same area that is proportional to the "strength" of CP violation. 
One "common" example is: 

vudv:b + v^v;, + vtdvtt = 0 (1.3) 

If we divide the above equation by the middle term V^V*^ one leg of the 
triangle lies on the real axis from 0 to 1, and the triangle is then defined by 
the coordinates of a single point in the plane (p,rj) as shown in figure 1.1. 
CP violation is thus implemented in the Standard Model for any 7/ / 0. The 
three angles of this "unitarity triangle" are defined as: 

a = arg (^4tH ^ = arg (^%) , J = arg • (1.4) 

\vudv:J \VuV*) \vcdvriJ 

The Golden Decay B°/B° J/^K® 
The measurement of CP violation is difficult in many physical processes 
since the amplitudes containing products of the C K M matrix elements are 
modified by strong interaction corrections. In the decay channel B°/B° —> 
J/^K°S however, this is not true since the contributing penguin diagrams 
shown in figure 1.2 (b) do not destroy the CP phase to be measured (see 
e.g. [Har98]). In addition, this decay mode has a very good identifiable 
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Figure 1.2: (a): Tree diagram for the golden decay (b): Penguin contributions 
to the golden decay. 
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experimental signature, as the J/^ can decay immediately into two leptons 
and the KQ

S will decay mainly into two charged pions, yielding the following 
decay chain: 

B°/B° -+ J/^K°S -+ 1+1-TT+71-. 

This decay allows a very powerful means to access the /5 angle of the unitarity 
triangle shown in figure 1.1 both from experimental and theoretical point of 
view, earning it the name " Golden Decay". 

It should be noted that for the measurement of CP violation in the Golden 
Decay the interference of decay amplitudes is necessary since the probability 
P for a certain transition is proportional to the squared absolute value of 
the corresponding amplitude: P oc \A\2. If only one Amplitude would occur 
instead of a sum, the complex phase would be lost for the measurement. In 
case of the Golden Decay, interference occurs due to the possible mixing of 
B°/B° before decaying into the same final state. 

The angle j3 can be determined by the measurement of the time dependent 
asymmetry ACP of the decay rates for B°/B0 decaying into the same final 
state: 

Acp(t) = — ~, ^ r=-n i XV = sin(20) sm(xt). 1.5 

x denotes the mixing parameter between B° and B° and is a measure for 
the oscillation frequency between the states. A measurement of a non zero 
j3 angle would be the evidence for CP violation in the B° meson system. 

In order to distinguish whether a B° or a B° has decayed into Jf^R®, 
the decay of the second produced B meson from the original bb quark pair 
must be detected. Figure 1.3 shows a typical Golden Decay chain for the 
H E R A - B detector with indicated average energies and flight paths. In the 
example, the charge of the decay lepton or kaon of the second produced B 
meson will reveal the identity of the B meson in the Golden Decay (the so 
called "tagging"). 

At HERA-B , 920 GeV/c protons interact with the nucleons of up to eight 
target wires (corresponding to a centre of mass energy of i / i = 41.57 GeV) 
and produce a rate of about 10 - 6 bb quarks per interaction1. Taking also 
into account the following branching fractions [GroOO] for the Golden Decay 
as shown in figure 1.3 and the probability Pb^B° to produce a B° (B°) from 
a b (b) quark: 

1 Assuming a abi of 12 nb, see [HB95]. 
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920 GeV 

signal b quark 

p 

tagging b quark ^ A 

Figure 1.3: The golden decay B° J/^K®. 

• 2 P b ^ B o ft 0.8, 

• Br(B°/B° ->• J/^>K°S) ft 0.5 • 8.9 • 10"4, 

• B r ( J / # e+e'/n+tr) ft 0.12, 

• Br(ifs
0 ->• tt+tt") ft 0.69, 

one yields a rate for golden decays of about 2.9 • 10 - 11 per interaction. In 
order to get sufficient statistics, H E R A - B was designed to operate with four 
interactions on average distributed over the target wires per 100 ns bunch 
crossing corresponding to an interaction rate of 40 MHz. Thus, in a year 
of operation (ft 107s) one yields about 11600 golden decays to be detected. 
Assuming a detection efficiency of roughly 10 % and a tagging power of 30 %, 
several years of data taking would be needed for a competitive CP violation 
measurement: For a precision of Asin(2/3) ft 0.1, (9(1000) reconstructed and 
tagged J/^K°S would be needed [HB94]. 

The high interaction rate necessary to fight against the hadronic back
ground leads to particle fluxes inside H E R A - B as they are expected for LHC: 
(30 MHz • cm2)/r2 minimum ionising particles per cm2 with r being the dis
tance to the beam. The consequent demands on the detector with respect 
to radiation hardness and trigger efficiency made more R&D necessary than 
originally anticipated. By now, H E R A - B will not be able to measure sin(2/?) 
competitive to the measurements already performed by BaBar and Belle. 
The results of Belle and BaBar have already established CP violation in the 
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B° system. The latest preliminary result from BaBar using about 62 mil
lion T(4S) —> BB decays collected between 1999 and 2001 gives as result 
[Aub02]: 

sin(2/3) = 0.75 ± 0.09 (stat) ± 0.04 (syst). 

The struggle for measurements of angles and sides of the unitarity trian
gle will continue until a conclusive picture has been reached to answer the 
question if the Standard Model is self-consistent and able to explain all ob
servations or not. The next generation experiments for precise measurements 
of CP violation and rare decays like LHCb [Ama98] are already being built. 

1.3 Exper imental observations of hyperon po
larisation 

In the middle of the 1970's it was discovered that A hyperons created in 
the interaction of an unpolarised proton beam with unpolarised target nuclei 
were spin polarised transverse to the production plane [Bun76]. This was 
completely unexpected since the theoretical expectation was that spin effects 
should diminish and finally disappear at high energies. The reasoning went 
as follows: For a significant polarisation effect2 the coherent interference 
between at least two large amplitudes is necessary. This gets more and more 
unlikely towards higher energies due to the increasing multiplicity of final 
states [Hel90]. 

In contradiction to this, the experimental observation shows that spin 
effects play an important role in high energy particle physics and the exis
tence of polarisation in hyperon production can be used to learn more about 
the strong interaction. The correct description of spin effects has become a 
critical test to any dynamical theory of hadronic phenomena [Bro81]. 

By now, this polarisation effect of inclusively produced A hyperons has 
been confirmed by many different experiments in a proton energy range from 
12 GeV at K E K [Abe86] to the equivalent of 2000 GeV at the ISR [Erh79] on 
a fixed target. Additionally, also for the other hyperons in the baryon octet 
shown in figure 1.4 polarisation effects have been observed (E~ : [Tro89], 
~° : [Hel83], E " : [Wah85], E° : [Duk87] , E+ : [Wil87]). The found polarisa
tions follow roughly the scheme (see e.g. [Hel85, Wil87] for a more detailed 
discussion): 

P ( A ) « P ( H " ) « P(H°) « - P ( E - ) « - P ( E ° ) « - P ( E + ) . 
2That is, if the expectation value of the projection of the spin a onto a direction vector 

ft is non-zero: < a • ft >^ 0. 
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A S 
n P N ( 9 3 9 ) 

-1 0 

.0 
2 + 2 ( 1 1 9 3 ) 

A ( 1 1 1 6 ) A 0 

- - 2 o 
H(1318) 

Figure 1.4: The spin-parity Jp = \ baryon octet. Strangeness S is drawn 
versus the third component of isospin 73. 

Obviously, hyperon polarisation is "one of the most universal regularities 
observed in the strong interactions" [Lun89]. The usual kinematical variables 
used to study the polarisation effects are: 

• pt'. Transverse component of the total momentum of the hyperon rela
tive to the proton beam direction. 

• XF'. Feynman x of the hyperon: XF = „ s ~ ^ t , with pi being the 
longitudinal momentum relative to the proton beam direction in the 
centre of mass system. 

The most extensive studies so far have been performed on A hyperons inclu
sively produced in reactions of the type 

The experimental signature found in those reactions can be summarised as 
follows [Hel85, Mag95]: 

• The A hyperons are polarised transverse to the production plane along 
— (Pbeam ><PA) while the polarisation of A hyperons is compatible with 0, 
see figure 1.5. 

pA AX. 

• The magnitude of the polarisation increases linearly with the A pt , see 
figures 1.5 and 1.6 (a). 
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Figure 1.5: Polarisation of A and A in p + Be ->• A / A + X with 400 GeV 
protons. The figure is taken from [Hel78]. 

• The magnitude of the polarisation grows linearly with the A XF, see 
figure 1.6 (b). 

• If any, there is only a very weak energy dependence. For a comparison 
between 12 GeV and 400 GeV see figure 1.7. 

• The dependence of A polarisation on the target mass is found to be 
small. For targets with larger A , the magnitude of the polarisation 
decreases as expected due to rescattering processes inside the nucleus. 
The effect is on the level of a few percent [Hel85]. 

More detailed reviews on hyperon polarisation and references to many 
related experiments can be found in [Hel85], [Pon85] and [Lac91]. 

Many theories have so far been developed trying to describe the observed 
effects. In the beginning, the observations of polarised As and unpolarised 
As supported the idea that polarisation is a leading particle effect since for 
the A only one valence quark (the s quark) needs to be produced, whereas for 
the A all three anti-quarks have to be created. However, later measurements 
of antihyperon polarisation destroyed this simple picture: The S+ was found 
to be polarised with approximately the same magnitude than the S~ [Ho90], 
and the E~ polarisation was measured to have the same sign but smaller 
magnitude than the E+ [Mor93]. To date, there is still no conclusive theory 
available that is able to describe all the observed polarisation effects. The 
most common approaches will be sketched in the next section, but still more 
experimental information is needed to test and develop the theories. 

H E R A - B can contribute to this polarisation puzzle due to the unique 
kinematical range it covers: As shown in figure 1.6, inclusive measurements 
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. t s 1 
800 Ge ', 4.8 mr id [Ram9 H 

450 Ge ', 4.2 mr id [Fan99 ] 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1.6: Dependency of the A polarisation on (a) pt and (b) XF- The used 
references are indicated in the legend. The extrapolated runs of the statistical 
errors on an assumed polarisation value of -5 % are shown for H E R A - B data 
samples containing 25000 and 125000 A hyperons respectively. 

are only abundant in the high positive XF range, whereas the negative region 
is almost uncovered except for some bubble chamber measurements. As in
dicated in the picture, H E R A - B can provide measurements of A polarisation 
especially in the transition area between beam and target fragmentation re
gion, where theories did not have experimental input so far. Provided a high 
statistics data set, also polarisation measurements for other hyperons will 
be possible. Additionally, A dependencies of the polarisation can be easily 
measured with H E R A - B due to the different available target materials (in 
2002: C, Al, Ti , Pd, W) . 

1.4 Models of hyperon polarisation 
Although the effect of hyperon polarisation in pA collisions as described in 
section 1.3 is now known for more than 25 years, there is still no theoretical 
description which is able to explain properly all experimental observations. 

This section will introduce some of the theoretical models which have 
been developed so far. A more extensive description of respective theories 
can be found in [Fel99] and references therein. 
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Figure 1.7: Comparison of A polarisation measurements at different energies: 
(a) shows the kinematic regions covered by the data presented in [Abe86] as 
hatched areas and the data of [Hel78] as a straight line. The results of the 
respective polarisation analysis are shown in (b). Both figures have been 
taken from [Abe86]. 

Many models are motivated from the SU(6) valence quark model of the 
A, where it is formed out of an ud-diquark in a spin singlet state coming 
from the incident proton and one s quark which then gives the A pt, spin 
and polarisation. The main difference between those models is then the way 
the s quark is produced (e.g. gluon bremsstrahlung or from the proton sea) 
and how its polarisation is introduced. Also, depending on the time when 
the theory was developed, some models do not take into account the full 
experimental knowledge of hyperon polarisation we have so far. For example, 
models like those from Heller or DeGrand and Miettinen do not reflect the 
polarisation dependency on i f . Nevertheless, they will be presented because 
they draw a vivid picture of the possible polarisation process and illustrate 
the variety of available models. 

It has to be noted that a theory describing all experimental informa
tion about hyperon polarisation is still not at hand, let alone the polarising 
phenomenology itself is established [Fel02]. 
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Figure 1.8: The gluon bremsstrahlung mechanism in A production as de
scribed by the Heller model. 

1.4.1 The Heller model 
This is the earliest model that tried to describe the experimental observations 
[Hel78]. It is reasoned that since polarisation requires coherence between at 
least two amplitudes and the number of contributing amplitudes should be 
small to yield a sizeable polarisation in an inclusive reaction, the simplest 
quark model should provide an appropriate description of the process. The 
simplest model to describe the A and its spin is the SU(6) quark model, 
where the A consists of an u, d and a s valence quark. 

The A is assumed to be formed by an ucWiquark in a spin singlet state 
from the incoming proton as spectator and a s quark that is generated by a 
gluon bremsstrahlung process as indicated in figure 1.8: 

During the collision a gluon is emitted from the second u quark of the 
proton scattered by the target yielding a ss pair. Since the s quark will 
provide the A transverse momentum and its spin, A polarisation would oc
cur if the gluon and thus the ss pair is polarised, creating also the desired 
correlation between polarisation and transverse momentum. 

In contrast to this, in order to generate a A, additionally the u, d quarks 
have to be produced that can contribute to the transverse momentum of 
the A, but not to the polarisation. Thus, for a given value of transverse 
momentum, the polarisation would be suppressed compared to the A which 
is in agreement with the observed data. 

The model also predicts the polarisations of other hyperons via the SU(6) 
quark wave functions in terms of the A polarisation P A , assuming that all 
qq pairs are produced with the same polarisation, for example: Pso = — | P A 
and P S + = I Pa-

Taking into account the last consideration, the vanishing polarisation for 
the A seems not to be smoothly embedded in this theory any more: If the 
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assumption that all qq pairs are produced with the same polarisation is used 
to predict the polarisation of other hyperons, why should the respective anti-
quarks in return not contribute to a polarisation of the A? 

An extension of this model thus is stated in [Fel99]: Assuming by sym
metry arguments that the s and the s quark are produced with equal and 
opposite polarisation, one would expect also equal but opposite polarisations 
of A and A when produced simultaneously in pp reactions. 

Looking at the prediction that the polarisation of the £+ should have the 
same sign than the A polarisation, this is already proven to be wrong by the 
measurement of E+ polarisation to be positive [Wil87]. 

1.4.2 The DeGrand and Miettinen model 
This model ([DeG81a],[DeG81b]) works in the parton recombination frame
work, using like Heller SU(6) quark wave functions to relate various hyperon 
polarisations to each other. The proposed relations allow to test the re
combination picture without stating the underlying dynamical origin of the 
polarisation on the quark level which is then additionally proposed to be a 
Thomas precession effect in the recombination of the quarks. 

The production of hyperons is classified with respect to common (fast) 
valence quarks (V) in the fragmenting and produced secondary particle. All 
quarks not available as valence quarks in the fragmenting particle have to be 
retrieved from (slow) sea quarks (S) that are assumed to be initially unpo-
larised. For example, the A production is referred to as V V S recombination, 
and A production corresponds to SSS recombination. 

All hyperons shown in figure 1.4 are treated as bound states of a diquark 
and a quark, produced either via V V S or VSS recombination. The baryon 
production can then be described via two amplitudes for the single quark, 
Af and A±, which parametrise the recombination with spin up or down with 
respect to the scattering plane and four amplitudes A^m that parametrise the 
recombination of the diquark in one of the states j=0, m=0 or j = l , m=±l ,0 . 
The total amplitude to produce a baryon B' in the spin state s' from a baryon 
B in spin state s is then given by: 

3=0,1 

with a and /3 being Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
From this, the polarisation of the A in the transition p—^A can be ob

tained, taking into account j=0 for the «<i-diquark in the A: 

P(p A) IAI2 + l^l2 
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Parametrising the data by setting |A|-|2 = A(l — e) and \Ai\2 = A(l + e), 
assuming a small e that is linear in ptl we get 

P(p ->• A) = -e. 

Similarly, in case of the £+ the amplitudes for the diquark recombinations 
into the j = l state are parametrised: A small asymmetry 8 of the opposite 
sign compared to the single quark recombination amplitude is introduced: 

|A0,o|2 = B 
\A1,1\2 = B{l + 5) 
\AhQ\2 = B 

From this, the polarisation of the £+ in the transition p—> £+ yields: 

P(p £+) = \e + 2-5, 

which corresponds to the experimental observations if e = 8. 
Regarding the signs in front of the introduced asymmetries e and 8, taking 

into account that for both A and E + V V S recombination occurs with a fast 
valence diquark and a slow single quark from the sea, the following rule is 
phrased (see [DeG81b]): 

" Slow partons preferentially recombine with their spins down 
in the scattering plane while fast partons recombine with their 
spins up." 

As a crosscheck, the polarisation for is derived with flipped signs in 
front of e and 8, since in this case VSS recombination occurs, yielding: 

P(p^Z°) = P(p^Z-) = -±e-^S. 

This again corresponds to the observations if e = 8. Several more relations 
can be found in [DeG81b]. 

The semiclassical model presented for the origin of the polarisation is 
based on Thomas precession3 effects on the quarks' spins being affected by 
the confining force as illustrated in figure 1.9 in an example for the A: 

Since the s quark in the sea of the proton will carry some transverse 
momentum but less longitudinal momentum than it will have as valence 

3 Thomas precession can be understood as a relativistic kinematic effect resulting from 
the fact that the product of non-collinear boosts is equivalent to a boost and a rotation. 
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Figure 1.9: The Thomas precession effect: The momentum vectors of the 
s quark in the proton (s/p) and in the A (s/A) are shown. The trans
verse momentum component is conserved while the longitudinal component 
is boosted. uT oc confining force F x the s quark's velocity /3 points out of 
the paper. The figure is taken from [DeG81b]. 

quark in the A, its velocity vector j3 will not be parallel to the confining 
force F. Thus, the quark will experience a Thomas precession, leading to an 
effective interaction U = s • CUT, where UJT OC F X /? is the Thomas frequency 
vector having the direction of the normal to the scattering plane Pbeam x PA 
and s is the spin vector of the s quark. 

The amplitude for A production will be inversely proportional to the 
energy difference between initial state (where we have an wd-diquark and a 
strange quark) and the final state (where the A has been formed): 

i 
AA oc 

AE0 + U 

with AE0 = Ediquark + ES — E\ being the energy difference in absence of spin 
effects and U the Thomas precession term stated above. Consequently, the A 
production is enhanced if S-UJT is negative corresponding to the s quark having 
its spin down with respect to the normal on the production plane, as actually 
observed. The opposite sign of asymmetry stated in the recombination rule 
above for the fast partons immediately follows from the fact that the fast 
V partons have to be decelerated in the recombination process, yielding the 
opposite direction of UJT compared to the slow sea quarks. 

The pt dependency of the polarisation also directly follows from this 
model: If we choose the quantisation axis along the normal of the production 
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plane, we obtain the following amplitudes for A production with spin up and 
spin down: 

1 A 1 

A+ oc — ; — , A\ oc — -..—. 
T AE0 + IUJT AEO-IUJT 

Calculating from this the polarisation asymmetry, one gets in leading 
order of CUT'-

Because uT will increase with pt, also the polarisation will. 
The production of antihyperons according to this model has to be unpo-

larised: Since antihyperons are produced via SSS recombination, there will 
be as many configurations with the single quark being faster than the diquark 
than vice versa. Hence, on average UT will be zero and the polarisation will 
vanish. 

The last statement experimentally holds for A production, but stands in 
contradiction to the observations of E+ and E~ polarisation. 

1.4.3 The Lund model 
The Lund model by Andersson et al. [And79] is a semiclassical string frag
mentation model for A polarisation where the process introducing the polar
isation is soft, making perturbative Q C D not applicable. 

Like in previous models, the beam proton provides an uo?-diquark in spin 
singlet state to form the A. When the diquark is propagating away from 
the central collision region with momentum q and transverse momentum q\, 
a colour field is stretched in-between. This colour field is assumed to be 
spatially confined in a one dimensional flux tube without any transverse 
degrees of freedom. A A is produced, if the flux tube breaks up by the 
production of a ss pair, where again the s quark will determine the spin of 
the A. 

As illustrated in figure 1.10, to conserve locally the transverse momentum, 
the ss pair is produced with equal but opposite transverse momenta kt and 

—* 

—kt relative to the string. Because of the quark mass, the quark pair has 
to be produced with a finite distance to each other, resulting in an orbital 
angular momentum along the direction m = (q x kt)/\q x kt\ perpendicular 
to the production plane, which has to be compensated by the spin of the 
quark-antiquark pair. 

In this model, polarisation arises from a "trigger bias" effect: If the A 
polarisation is measured versus pt, with increasing pt the probability to find kt 
aligned with qt and thus to have a preferred spin direction is increasing, since 
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Figure 1.10: String fragmentation in the Lund model: A ss pair is produced 
in the breaking up of the colour force field between the scattered diquark and 
the central collision zone. The transverse momenta of the s quarks generate 
an angular momentum along m, in this case pointing out of the paper, to be 
balanced by their spin. 

the probability for the production of a diquark is decreasing with increasing 
?*• 

The proposed polarisation mechanism has one interesting implication for 
A polarisation: in this model, A and A must have equal polarisation if they 
are produced associated, in contradiction to both previous models. Polari
sations for E° and H° are predicted with the right signs. The polarisation of 
"indirect" As originating from a E° decay is estimated to be roughly | of the 
polarisation of directly produced As. 

A comparison between data and the predictions of this model shown in 
[Fel99] illustrates the disagreement between model and A data. A polarisa
tion dependence on XF is not included in the model. 

1.4.4 The Hadronisation model 
One recent model by Anselmino et al. [AnsOla] is based on perturbative 
Q C D using so called "polarising fragmentation functions": 

The A polarisation PA can be expressed by the following asymmetry: 

_ daAB^x - daAB^Mx 

A ~ daAB^x + daAB^Alx' 

In "hard" processes with sufficiently high energy, where the fast moving 
hadron can be described as a jet of quasi free collinearly moving partons, the 
process AB —> A^X at leading twist can be described as follows according 
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to a QCD factorisation theorem: 

daAB^x = J - fa/A(Xa) ® fb/B(xb) ® daab^d ® Z>At/c(*). 

In the above expression fa/A(xa) and fb/B(%b) denote the unpolarised parton 
densities depending on the longitudinal momentum fraction xa, xb inside an 
unpolarised hadron A , B. daab^cd is the partonic cross-section for the pro
cess ab —Y cd, and DA-t/c(z) denominates the fragmentation function for the 
process c —v + X , where the A is produced with longitudinal momentum 
fraction z. The sum bed n n a l l y takes into account all possible elementary 
interactions. 

In the absence of intrinsic transverse momentum between hyperon and 
fragmenting quark kt (or when kt is integrated over), the fragmentation func
tion DA-t/c(z) or also DAi/c(z) cannot depend on the hyperon polarisation to 
conserve rotational invariance. Consequently, we get daAB^x = daAB^Kix 

and hence PA = 0. 
The main idea of Anselmino et al. is to use new polarising fragmenta

tion functions to describe the hadronisation process of an unpolarised quark 
into a transversely polarised hyperon. This new function type takes into 
account intrinsic kt in the hadronisation process. Assuming that the factori
sation theorem still holds also when kt is included4, the usual, kt integrated 
unpolarised fragmentation functions D\/C(z) are replaced5 by: 

ANDht/a(z, kt) = b^/aiz, kt) - DH/a(z, kt) 

= Dhya(z, kt) - Ait/a0, -kt)-

The polarising fragmentation function denotes the difference between the 
density numbers D^t/ai^i h) and £>^/0(^, kt) of hadrons h with spin | , mo-

—* 

mentum ph = zpa + kt, and transverse polarisation t or 4, inside a jet origi
nated from the fragmentation of an unpolarised parton a. 

The main features of this function are: 

• It vanishes if the transverse momentum kt of the hyperon with respect 
to the fragmenting quark direction is zero. 

• The fragmentation function can be viewed as effectively including the 
contamination due to E°s. 

4The partons a and b inside the the unpolarised hadrons A and B are still assumed to 
be collinear; transverse motion is only considered in the fragmentation process. 

5The distribution functions / are still assumed to be spin and kt independent. 
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• Due to parity conservation in the hadronisation process, only kt com
ponents perpendicular to the polarisation direction, i.e. lying in the 
production plane, can contribute to the fragmentation function. 

• Applying charge conjugation invariance to obtain q —»• A fragmentation 
properties from the q —> A process, we get AND^/q = AN D^/q. 

• The polarising fragmentation function is assumed to be non-vanishing 
only for A and A valence quarks u1 d, s and «, J , s. 

A simple parametrisation of the polarising fragmentation function con
taining seven free parameters is finally used to fit some available data on 
A / A polarisation produced in p-p and p-Be collisions. For the evaluation of 
the cross section for scattering off a nucleus with A nucleons and Z protons, 
a simple incoherent sum is used, neglecting nuclear effects: 

d(JAB^AX = ZdaPP^AX + (A_ Z}d(TPn^AX^ 

The agreement of the model with the A and A data is good, exhibiting the 
expected behaviour in Xf and pt. This shows a description of A polarisation 
in unpolarised hadronic reactions is in principle feasible using perturbative 
Q C D to factorise the elementary dynamics and non-perturbative spin and kt 
dependent fragmentation functions. As shown in figure 1.11, these functions 
are sizable with respect to the unpolarised fragmentation functions only in a 
limited z range. 

However, this model is only applicable in the appropriate kinematical 
regions, where perturbative Q C D can be used. As an example, for the xp 
range of HERA-B , data with pt > 4 GeV/c would be needed in order to 
be able to compare with predictions of this model [AnsOlb] which seems 
unreachable looking at the respective distributions shown in appendix A . 
Additionally, it would be interesting to see the predictions of this model for 
the polarisations of the other (anti-) hyperons in the baryon octet. 
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Figure 1.11: Comparison of polarising and unpolarised fragmentation func
tions versus longitudinal momentum fraction z. The figure has been taken 
from [AnsOla]. 

1.5 Theory of the weak A decay 
The analysis of A polarisation is possible via the parity violation in its weak 
decay: 

In the weak decay A —> NTT the Jp = | + A decays into a Jp = \+ nucleon 
N and a Jp = 0~ pion. To conserve the total angular momentum, only decays 
with the relative angular momentum I between nucleon and pion of 0 and 1 
are allowed. 

If parity would be conserved, only the decay with nucleon and pion in a 
relative p-wave would be possible (P = (—1)0- Since the weak interaction 
violates parity, additionally the s-wave is allowed in the above decay. 

The following derivation is based on [Per82]. To study the angular dis
tributions $ ) of the A decay products, we move into the A rest frame 
where we define the direction of the z-axis to point along the A spin a (see 
figure 1.12). 

In this coordinate system, we have J A = \ and J^A = +\- If we define mp 
to be the z-component of the proton spin vector and mi as the z-component 
of the angular momentum vector I, we obtain as total wave function for the 
s-wave (since I = m/ = 0): 

(1.6) 
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o 

Figure 1.12: The A coordinate system in the A rest frame with A spin and 
momentum vectors of the decay products. 

where as is the amplitude of the s-wave and x+ denotes the proton state 
with mp = +\ ("spin-up"). In this case, the proton spin and the A spin are 
parallel. In the p-wave case, the equation mp + mi = JZ^ can be fulfilled by 
having either mp = +\ and mi = 0 or mp = — \ and mi = 1. Taking into 
account the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the addition 1 ® | to JA = \ and 
Jz,A = +k, one yields: 

(1.7) 

with ap as the amplitude of the p-wave and the corresponding spherical har
monics. The total wave function \Ir is now given by the superposition of s-
and p-wave: 

* = ^s + % = (^asY0
0 - ap^Y^j 

In principle, both amplitudes as and dp Cctn be complex numbers, between 
which only a relative phase can be measured. Taking advantage of the or
thogonality of the proton states x+ &nd X~'•> the angular distribution becomes 

Y? 
2 , 2 I |2 
+ 3 \ap\ l ^ f - y f + <a,pY»*Y?) 
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Inserting the needed spherical harmonics 

one finally gets as angular distribution / (cos #) 

with 

/ (cos i?) = tftf* = - J - (1 + a • cos #) (1.8) 

a = _ (i 9) 

being the so-called decay asymmetry parameter. The parity violation in the 
A decay appears as up-down asymmetry of the decay proton (or pion) with 
respect to the production plane. Note that this asymmetry is due to the 
interference of the s and p wave: both amplitudes have to be finite to yield a 
finite a. The decay asymmetry parameter can be regarded as a measure for 
how much of the information about the A spin "survives" the decay. If we 
assume C P invariance, the absolute value of a for A and A will be identical, 
since just the $ angle will be transformed into TT—resulting in an additional 
- sign in front of the cosine that can be absorbed into a. Experimentally, the 
decay asymmetry parameter is measured to be a = 0.642 ± 0.013 [GroOO]. 

Since the emission angle •& of the proton cannot be measured with respect 
to the A spin a but only relative to the normal vector on the production plane, 
we can redefine the angular distribution as follows: 

/ (cos •&) = - J - (1 + a P cos •&), (1.10) 

where P denotes the average polarisation. 
For a polarisation measurement, we define for every event our coordinate 

system of reference in the following way (see figure 1.13): The z axis points 
along the momentum of the produced A p^, the x axis is chosen as the normal 
on the production plane defined by the A and the beam momentum pb, and 
the y axis is selected to form a right-handed coordinate system: 

PA ^ Pb x PA _> _> _> , 
nz = -prr, nx = -r^ ^-r, ny = nz x nx. (1.11) 

\PA\ Ip&XPAI 

Extending the angular distribution derived before into all three coordinates 
and introducing A(cos #j) as the acceptance of the H E R A - B apparatus, the A 
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Figure 1.13: The coordinate system of reference for polarisation measure
ments: the momentum vectors of the proton beam and the A produced in 
the target wire define the reaction plane. 

polarisation P = (Px, Py,Pz) can be determined by the angular distributions 
of the decay proton in the A rest frame: 

/ (cos = -j— A(cos i%) (1 + a Pi cos fy) 

4-7T 
A(cos #j) R (cos $i),i = x, y, z. 

(1.12) 

Here, cos i?j = n» • np with np being the direction vector of the decay-proton 
in the A rest frame. 

As illustrated in figure 1.14, the parity conservation in the strong inter
action by which the A particle is produced forbids any polarisation to occur 
in the reaction plane if the incoming proton beam is unpolarised. Thus, the 
only asymmetry can occur normal to the production plane which we chose as 
x coordinate. Since Py = Pz = 0, the corresponding angular distributions 
have to be flat which can be used to crosscheck systematic errors. 

The derived angular distributions can, of course, easily be obtained also 
for the other two signals and A: The definition of the coordinate 
system of reference can obviously be rewritten in a more general way: 

\Pv°I \Pb XPV°\ 

with V° being one of the particles A or A. The angular distributions can 
then be obtained by using the direction vector of the decay p for the A and 

Pb x Pvo 
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the decay TT+ for the K°s in the respective V° restframe: cos = Hi • Hp and 
cos i9i = Hi • Hk+. Taking finally into account the following a parameters: 
aKo = 1, a\ = 0.642, aA = —0.642, the polarisations for each V° can be 
obtained. 

Of course, the "polarisation" for the K°s being a spinless particle has to 
be zero, and by setting aKo = 1, "polarisation analysis" means checking 
the flatness of the angular distributions. Due to this and parity conserva
tion forbidding polarisation effects to occur in the reaction plane, 7 of the 9 
measurements being performed have to yield zero as the result. 

Using all V° signals thus provides an inherent crosscheck for the consis
tency of the analysis to be performed. 

1.6 Layout of the thesis 
In this thesis, data taken during the H E R A - B commissioning in the year 
2000 are used to perform an analysis of transverse polarisation of A and A 
inclusively produced in pA collisions at a centre of mass energy of y/s = 
41.57 GeV in the proton nucleon system. 

In chapter 2, the H E R A - B apparatus with special emphasis on the com
ponents crucial for the presented analysis is introduced, before in the next 
chapter the used dataset and reconstruction chain is explained. 

Chapter 4 illustrates the cuts and track selection criteria that were used 
to reconstruct the V° signals in the data. The determination of the detector 
acceptance via Monte Carlo simulations is then presented in the next chap
ter, which is necessary for the polarisation analysis algorithm explained in 
chapter 6. 

The possible sources of systematic errors are investigated in chapter 7, 
before finally in the last chapter all obtained results are summarised and 
discussed, and an outlook with conclusion is given. 





Chapter 2 

The H E R A - B spectrometer 

The H E R A - B detector [HB94] is a forward magnetic spectrometer which was 
designed to study the violation of CP symmetry in the system of neutral B 
mesons, especially in the golden decay B°/B° —>• J/^K®. To make this mea
surement feasible despite the signal to background ratio of about 2.9 • 10~n, 
H E R A - B was planned to be capable to process interaction rates of 40 MHz 
(see section 1.2). This imposes severe requirements on radiation hardness, 
detector granularity, trigger performance and D A Q bandwidth. The interac
tions are obtained by placing up to eight target wires in the proton beam of 
the HERA storage ring. 

The spectrometer covers the full azimuth angle and polar angles between 
10 mrad and 250 (160) mrad in the bending (non-bending) plane, as shown 
in figure 2.1. This angular coverage corresponds to about 90 % of ATT in the 
centre of mass system [HB95]. 

The right-handed coordinate system of H E R A - B which will also be used 
in this thesis is oriented in respect of the proton beam direction: The z-axis 
points into the beam direction, the horizontal x-axis points to the centre of 
HERA and the vertical y-axis processes from bottom to top. 

In the following sections, the H E R A storage ring and the individual com
ponents of the H E R A - B spectrometer will be briefly described. Special focus 
will be put on those components which have been crucial for the analysis 
presented in this thesis, namely vertex detector and main tracker. 

A detailed review on the detector status in the year 2000 can be found 
in [HB00]. 



Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of the H E R A - B spectrometer with its various 
sub-detectors [Pyr98]. 
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Figure 2.2: The HERA storage ring with its accelerators at DESY [DES01]. 

2.1 T h e H E R A double storage ring 

The H E R A - B experiment is utilising the HERA ("Hadron Elektron Ring 
Anlage") double e~(e+)-p storage ring1 at the DESY facility in Hamburg, 
Germany [DES01]. The HERA ring with a circumference of 6.3 km stores 
protons of 920 GeV and electrons (positrons) of 27.5 GeV energy. As shown 
in figure 2.2, there are four experimental areas at HERA: 

In the north and south areas, the experiments HI and ZEUS investigate 
the internal structure of the proton by colliding the e~(e+) beam with the 
proton beam. In the east, the HERMES experiment explores the internal spin 
structure of proton and neutron by deep inelastic scattering of the longitu
dinally polarised electron (positron) beam on a polarisable target. Finally, 
the H E R A - B experiment situated in the western experimental area uses the 
HERA proton beam for interactions with up to eight fixed target wires. 

For the proton beam, 180 out of 220 possible stable bunches of protons 
are filled into the H E R A storage ring. These bunches have a distance of 96 ns 
to each other and are 0 ( 1 ns) long, which means that the data acquisition 
of H E R A - B is triggered with a frequency of approximately 10 MHz. 

1It is possible to store electrons or positrons in HERA. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3: (a): The spatial configuration of the H E R A - B internal target. 
The arrows indicate the direction of movement of the wires, their names 
are referring to their positions with respect to the HERA ring, (b): Two 
ceramic target forks with mounted wires. Figure (a) has been taken from 
[HB00], figure (b) from [SprOO]. 

2.2 T h e internal target 
The internal target system [EhrOO] of H E R A - B consists of 8 individually 
movable target wires enclosing the H E R A proton beam. They are distributed 
over two stations which are separated 40 mm from each other along z (see 
figure 2.3). 

This distance is chosen as it allows reconstruction of secondary vertices of 
decaying B mesons coming from target station 2 independently from vertices 
of station 1, since the average decay length of a B meson in H E R A - B is 9 mm 
as shown in figure 1.3. Furthermore, the individual movement of the wires 
permits to distribute the needed multiple interactions uniformly over them 
resulting in well separated vertices. 

The width of the wires is typically 50 fim transverse to and 500 jim 
along the beam direction; the usage of different materials also makes studies 
of nuclear dependencies possible. A more detailed description of the target 
geometry and used materials can be found in [SprOO]. 

Originally, it was planned to operate the target only parasitically in the 
beam halo [HB94], but since the lifetime of the proton beam in HERA in
creased over the years, the natural proton loss rate is too low to produce the 
desired interaction rates. Therefore the wires are now operated as "scraping 
targets" at 4 to 6 beam sigma2, reducing the lifetime of the proton beam in 
e-p mode from a few hundred to about 50 hours [Ehr02, Fun99]. 

2The proton beam core can be regarded as Gaussian shaped with a typical width of 
roughly 400 jj,m [EhrOl]. 
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Figure 2.4: Arrangement of the double-sided silicon microstrip detectors 
around and along the proton beam. The figure has been taken from [Bau02]. 

2.3 T h e tracking and vertexing system 
The tracks and vertex positions of the charged particles produced at the 
target are detected by the tracking and vertexing components of HERA-B . 
Together with the bending of the particle trajectories inside the magnet, 
momentum information can be obtained. In front of the magnet, the sili
con vertex detector determines primary and secondary vertices and track-
segments of the charged particles. The tracking system inside and behind 
the magnet is divided into an inner part (Inner Tracker, ITR) and an outer 
part (Outer Tracker, O T R ) starting at approximately 25 cm distance from 
the beam. This partitioning is necessary to adjust granularity and expected 
occupancies with a minimal number of channels. 

2.3.1 The Vertex Detector System (VDS) 
The vertex detector system of H E R A - B consists of 64 double-sided silicon 
microstrip detectors which are arranged in pairs distributed around the beam 
in four quadrants and along the beam in eight layers ("superlayers", SLs) as 
shown in figure 2.4. 

The detectors cover the polar acceptance between 10 and 250 mrad with 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.5: (a): Radial distances of the different SLs with respect to the 
proton beam and acceptance of the V D S (b): V D S vessel equipped with 
target stations, detector modules mounted in Roman pots, manipulators and 
mini crates. Figure (a) has been taken from [BraOl], figure (b) from [AgaOl]. 

every track coming from the targets and falling into that region crossing 
at least 3 superlayers. This acceptance determines also the shape of the 
stainless steel ultra-high vacuum vessel that is a part of the storage ring and 
into which the first seven superlayers are mounted as a Roman pot system 
in order to minimise multiple scattering (figure 2.5). The eighth superlayer 
located 2 m behind the targets is mounted directly after the aluminium exit 
window of the V D S vessel. 

The detector modules of the first seven superlayers are mounted in Roman 
pots which are fixed to the vacuum vessel via manipulators for radial and 
lateral positioning. 

As indicated in figure 2.5, the acceptance starting from 10 mrad requires 
the detectors to be at a radial distance of 10 mm from the beam for mea
surement. During the injection of the proton beam however, a larger radial 
distance of 20 mm is needed, requiring radial movement. The lateral move
ment allows to distribute the expected flux of minimum ionising particles 
per cm2 over a larger detector region by rotation of the detector positions. 
For 40 MHz interaction rate, this flux is comparable to that expected at the 
LHC: (30 MHz • cm2)/r2 minimum ionising particles per cm2 with r being 
the distance to the beam [BauOOa]. 

Both detectors and the especially designed HELIX readout chip [Fal98], 
[TruOO], which integrates 128 channels with charge sensitive preamplifier, a 
shaper with 50 ns peaking time and a 141 cell deep pipeline each, have shown 
in tests to be still operational after the expected irradiation dose of one year, 
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after which the damaged modules are planned to be exchanged (see [BauOOa], 
[BauOOb] and references therein). 

The double-sided strip detectors have dimensions of 53 mm x 73 mm 
with 280 fim thickness and an active area of 50 mm x 70 mm. The bulk is n 
type with 1024 "p on n" strips of 54.6 fim readout pitch and 1280 orthogonal 
"n on n" strips with a readout pitch of 51.7 /im. The strips are rotated 
by 2.5° with respect to the wafer edges. To enhance radiation hardness, 
each detector is surrounded by a multi-guard ring structure by which the 
voltage between the active area and detector edges is gradually reduced. 
Fully equipped, the V D S provides 147456 readout channels. 

For every module, two double-sided detectors are mounted back-to-back 
on carriers with high thermal conductivity (see figure 2.6) that have a fork
like shape underneath the detectors in order to reduce the amount of material 
in the active area. The hybrids carrying the readout chips placed radially 
4 cm further away with respect to the detectors and connected to them 
via multilayer Kapton cables are mounted on own carriers to separate the 
cooling paths. The copper cooling block to which all carriers are connected 
is located outside of the detector acceptance. The modules are operated in a 
secondary vacuum, being separated from the storage ring vacuum by 150 \im 
thick aluminium caps that also provide protection against RF pick-up. One 
module corresponds to 1.2 % radiation lengths averaged over the active area. 

To reduce wake fields in the vessel, four 5 fim thick and 13 mm wide 
stainless-steel bands are strung parallel to the beam that serve as "beam 
pipe". 

For every superlayer, four track projections3 are measured (± 2.5° and 
90° ± 2.5°) allowing standalone track reconstruction in addition to vertex 
finding. The resolution of the V D S is found to be about 40 jim in trans
verse and 630 \im in longitudinal direction for the convolution of primary 
and reconstructed J/^ vertices. The resolution is dominated by multiple 
scattering. The design values are oriented with respect to the typical B me
son decay length and require a resolution of about 500 /im in longitudinal 
and 25 jim in transverse direction [HB95]. 

The V D S operation in the year 2000 showed that all components function 
and the achieved performance essentially corresponds to the specifications. 
Typical signal to noise ratios of roughly 25 (18) on the n- (p-)side and hit 
efficiencies above 95 % were achieved. A more detailed review on the perfor
mance of the V D S in the year 2000 can be found in [Bau02]. 

3For the data taken in the year 2000, which will be used in this thesis, in the first three 
superlayers one double-sided module was grouped with one single-sided module in every 
quadrant. 
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Figure 2.6: Cross section through a V D S detector module. 
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2.3.2 The Dipole Magnet 
The spectrometer magnet uses normal-conducting coils that provide a field 
integral of 2.2 Tm at a power consumption of 1.1 MW. The curvature of 
the particle tracks due to the magnetic field occurs in the xz plane of the 
H E R A - B coordinate system and allows to determine the momentum of the 
respective charged particle. 

2.3.3 The Outer Tracker ( O T R ) 
The outer tracking system [CapOO] is based on honeycomb drift chambers 
filled with an Ar/CF4/CO2 (65:30:5) gas mixture. The admixture of CF4 
makes the signals sufficiently fast in order to allow 10 MHz readout without 
pile-up. 

The basic assembly of a detector module is shown in figure 2.7(a): The 
cathode is formed by a polycarbonate foil loaded with 6 % carbon (" Pocalon-
C") for conductivity that is coated with copper and gold (40/50 nm). As 
anodes, gold-plated tungsten wires of 25 fim diameter are used, being sup
ported about every 50 cm by FR4 strips to which they are soldered with 
50 jum precision. The end pieces are open for gas circulation [SchOl]. 

To account for the different charged particle fluxes in the inner and outer 
regions of the O T R and limit both occupancies and total number of channels, 
in the inner region a cell diameter of 5 mm is used combined with a shorter 
cell length compared to the outer regions, where the cell diameter is doubled 
(see figure 2.7(b)). O T R modules with 5 mm cell diameter consist of four 
layers of 32 cells each, whereas those with 10 mm cell diameter are built of 
two or four layers of 16 cells each. 

The complete O T R covers an area of about 1000 ra2, consists of roughly 
1000 modules providing altogether 115000 channels distributed over 13 su-
perlayers. 

In each superlayer, three track projections (0°, ± 5°) are measured. Seven 
superlayers are placed inside the magnet (Magnet Chambers, MC) to measure 
the track curvature and improve the momentum resolution. Four superlayers 
are located in-between Magnet and RICH providing straight track segments 
for pattern recognition (Pattern Chambers, PC). The last two superlayers are 
placed between RICH and ECAL and can be used for track extrapolations 
to the ECAL and muon system. Since they are primarily used by the first 
level trigger of HERA-B, they are also called Trigger Chambers (TC). 

The size of the superlayers increases continously from M C I (0.9 x 0.6 m2) 
to T C 2 (6.5 x 4.6 m2) . To allow better access, each superlayer is divided into 
two halves that can be moved along ± x direction of the H E R A - B coordinate 
system. 
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Figure 2.7: Basic structure of honeycomb chambers (a) and their assembly 
in a superlayer (b) using different cell diameters. Figure (a) has been taken 
from [SchOl], figure (b) is based on [PesOl]. 
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Except for the losses of channels due to high voltage problems (see section 
2.6), the O T R was working smoothly during the running in 2000. Using a 
method based on correlations of the measured drift times to estimate the 
intrinsic detector resolution yields (350 ± 50) / im for the 5 mm cells [HB00]. 
The remaining discrepancy to the design value of 200 \im can be explained by 
the fact that higher readout thresholds and a lower gas gain had to be used 
due to the high voltage problems. The resolutions obtained from tracking 
will be larger since a significant contribution of calibration and alignment is 
expected to be convoluted in those values. 

2.3.4 The Inner Tracker ( I T R ) 
The inner tracker [ZeuOO] uses Micro Strip Gas Counters (MSGCs) combined 
with Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) foils. 

The MSGCs are built from 0.4 mm thick alkali-free glass that is coated 
with 80 nm amorphous carbon providing a defined surface resistivity in order 
to prevent the accumulation of ions from the gas amplification on the surface 
that could cause field distortions. On top of this coating a 0.5 \im thick 
golden electrode structure consisting alternating of 10 \im wide anode strips 
and 170 \im wide cathode strips with 60 jj,m gaps in-between is applied. 

The GEM foils are mounted 2.8 mm above the MSGC wafer surface. 
They are made from 50 jim thick Kapton foils coated on both sides with 
7 fj,m of copper. Into these foils holes with a diameter of about 55 jj,m in 
the Kapton and 90 fim in the copper are etched staggered with a pitch of 
140 fim. 

The drift cathode finally consists of a 125 fim thick Kapton foil coated 
with 18 nm copper and reinforced with a 0.3 mm thick G10 plate. The basic 
structure of a GEM-MSGC detector is sketched in figure 2.8. 

Typical operation parameters are a drift voltage of -2500 V, a potential 
difference between the two GEM sides of about 440 V and a cathode voltage 
of -510 V , while the anodes are kept at ground potential. Consequently, 
regions of high field strength that allow gas amplification occur in the GEM 
holes and close to the anodes. The fields above and below the GEM foil are 
called drift and transfer field and their strengths are chosen to be roughly 
equal. 

The pre-amplification of the G E M foils is necessary since the efficient 
detection of minimum ionising particles using only MSGCs would require 
too high gas gains inside the hadronic environment such that heavily ionising 
particles could induce discharges destroying the anodes. 

As counting gas an Ar/C02 (70:30) mixture is used, since this shows 
good ageing properties and does not react with the detector components. 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic view of a GEM-MSGC detector as applied in the 
ITR. The typical multiplication factors in the two amplification zones are 
indicated. The figure is based on [PesOl]. 

The complete I T R system will consist of 184 chambers providing 768 an
ode strips each out of which 752 are read out via the HELIX chip, distributed 
over ten "stations" along the beam. Each station holds 8 to 32 chambers out 
of which four form one layer around the beam with some overlap to each other 
to avoid dead regions. Similar to the O T R , three track projections (0°, ± 5°) 
are measured and the I T R is subdivided in the MC, PC and T C regions. 
The I T R provides tracking mainly for the positive Xp (see section 1.3) re
gion, covering the polar acceptance between 10 and about 100 mrad. The 
nominal values for the resolutions of the I T R 100 1 mm 
and az « 3 mm. 

In the year 2000, the I T R was being commissioned which resulted in low 
efficiencies in the beginning of the running period, affecting also the dataset 
used for the polarisation analysis as shown in section 5.2. However, in the 
last two months of the running period the operation of the I T R was stable 
and efficient, applying GEM-MSGC technology in a large scale for the first 
time in a high energy physics experiment. 

A detailed description of the performance of the I T R in the year 2000 
can be found in [BagOl], reflecting also the experience gained with several 
discharge phenomena in the hadronic environment of HERA-B . 

2.4 T h e particle identification system 
Based on the needs for an efficient detection of the particles produced in 
the golden decay (see figure 1.3), H E R A - B comprises several subsystems for 
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particle identification: 
The R i n g Imag ing Cerenkov Counter ( R I C H ) [AriOO] allows the 

separation of electrons, pions, kaons and protons utilising the Cerenkov effect: 
If a particle traverses a medium of refractive index n at a velocity /? • c greater 
than the speed of light c/n in this medium, it emits photons on a cone with 
opening angle 9c around its trajectory. This opening angle 9c depends on n 
and j3 as follows: cos#c = l /( /?n). 

In the H E R A - B RICH, the radiator gas perfluorobutane (C±Fi0) is used. 
The emitted photons are projected by mirrors into circles on the focal sur
faces, where they are detected by photomultiplier tubes. By measuring the 
ring radii, the Cerenkov angles are determined. Together with the momen
tum information provided by the tracking system, the mass of the particle 
can be measured: Rewriting the Cerenkov angle relation in the small angle 
approximation, we get 9C = 0|=1 — m2/p2

: with 9p=\ = arccos(l/n) being 
the maximal Cerenkov angle and m the particle's mass. Consequently, when 
92

c is plotted versus (1/p2), particles with a given mass will lie in a band with 
slope — TO2. 

The H E R A - B RICH allows to separate electrons from pions in a momen
tum range of 3.4 - 15 GeV/c, pions from kaons in a range of 12 - 54 GeV/c 
and kaons from protons between 23 GeV/c and 85 GeV/c. 9p=i is found to 
be 52.3 mrad [HBOO]. 

The E lec t romagnet i c Ca lor imeter ( E C A L ) [ZocOO] allows the identi
fication of electrons (positrons) and photons via their electromagnetic show
ers and measures their energy and position. For an electron, the ratio of 
energy divided by total momentum should be close to 1. A photon can be 
identified via the lack of a corresponding trajectory in the tracking system. 

The H E R A - B ECAL consists of 5956 square shaped calorimeter cells and 
is divided into three regions with different granularity: The cell size in the in
ner region is 2.24 cm x 2.24 cm, 5.59 cm x 5.59 cm in the middle section and 
11.18 cm x 11.18 cm in the outer region. All cells are of "shashlik" type, 
using a sampling scintillator/absorber sandwich structure, through which 
wavelength shifter fibres are running perpendicularly that are read out by 
photomultiplier tubes positioned behind the modules. In the inner region 
tungsten is used as absorber material, with the cell depth of 13 cm corre
sponding to 23 radiation lengths, whereas in the outer regions lead is used 
as absorber in the modules of 34 cm depth, corresponding to 20 radiation 
lengths. The respective Moliere radii are 1.42 cm in the inner and 4.15 cm 
in the outer regions. 

For the inner part, the energy resolution was measured to be a(E)/E = 
22.5 %/y/E 0 1.7 % with a spatial resolution of 0.2 cm [AvoOl]. 
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The Trans i t ion R a d i a t i o n Detec tor ( T R D ) located in front of the 
second trigger chamber TC02 is planned to improve the electron-hadron sep
aration in the central region around the beam pipe with an electron identifi
cation efficiency of >95 % and a hadron rejection power against single pions 
of up to 10-2 [Sav98]. 

The M u o n sys tem [TitOO]: For the detection of muons, their penetration 
capability can be exploited. 

In HERA-B , four superlayers of gas proportional chambers are used for 
muon detection and tracking with about 1 m thick absorber layers made up 
of iron and armoured concrete blocks in front of the first three superlayers. 
The total absorber thickness of about 3 m is a compromise between required 
hadron absorption and tracking performance limited by multiple scattering. 
The chosen absorber thickness leads to a low-momentum cut-off at roughly 
4.5 GeV/c. 

The muon system covers polar angles starting from 9 mrad around the 
beam pipe up to 160 mrad in y and 220 mrad in x. Each superlayer consists 
of pixel chambers in the high occupancy region close to the proton beam pipe 
and tube and pad chambers in the outer sections. In total, the muon system 
provides roughly 30000 readout channels. 

The system performance is discussed in [TitOO] and [HB00]. 

2.5 Trigger and D a t a acquisition system 
The trigger and data acquisition system of H E R A - B is clocked using the 
H E R A timing of 10.4 MHz. To read out all ~ 500000 channels of the 
experiment at this frequency would correspond to a data-flow of ~ 4.7 TB / s . 
Even if it would be possible to permanently store these data, it would not be 
feasible to reconstruct this amount of data with today's standard computing 
technology. The natural approach to handle this data-flow is thus to preselect 
the measured data very quickly and scale down the amount of data that has 
to be read out, processed and stored. 

For a measurement of CP violation in the Golden Decay with HERA-B , 
almost all events are not interesting since the signal to background ratio is 
about 2.9 • 10 -11 . Consequently, an efficient background suppression and 
selection of useful events is crucial. For this purpose, a four stage trigger 
system [KreOl] with a pretrigger has been designed (see figure 2.10). It 
searches for lepton pairs originating from the target region already at the 
first level, corresponding to the signature of the Golden Decay depicted in 
figure 1.3: 

The pretr iggers search with few, fast available signals for electron can-
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Figure 2.9: The basic concept of the FLT: The way a track is followed towards 
the magnet exit using ROIs is indicated. The figure is taken from [SchOl]. 

didates in the ECAL (selected by cluster shape and energy) or muon can
didates in the muon system (selected by coincidences in the last two muon 
superlayers)4 [AvoOl, AdaOl]. 

If lepton candidates are found, the First Level Trigger (FLT) receives 
their positions from the pretriggers, and follows the track candidates towards 
the magnet inside a corresponding search field (see figure 2.9), the "region of 
interest" (ROI), based on a Kalman filtering technique using a subset of the 
available tracking chambers. To enlarge efficiencies, hits used by the FLT 
are a logical OR of two cells. If a track candidate can be traced back to the 
exit of the magnet a rough momentum estimation can be obtained from the 
kink in the magnet, assuming the track originated from the target region. 
Finally, the invariant mass of all possible combinations of accepted lepton 
candidates can be estimated and a cut on a certain mass window (e.g. the 
J/ty) can be applied using lookup tables containing the trigger decision. 

The FLT is realised in dedicated hardware processors to be able to give 
a trigger decision within 12.3 fis. Since in this time 128 bunch crossings will 
occur, all sub-detectors have to be able to store their raw data together with 
the respective bunch number in internal pipelines for this time. 

The FLT is designed to reduce the event rate by a factor of 200, resulting 
in an input rate of 50 kHz for the next trigger stage. 

If an event has been accepted by the FLT, the entire detector data for the 
respective bunch crossing are stored in the second level buffer (SLB) realised 

4In addition, high-pt tracks can be searched for with the three superlayers of pad and 
pixel chambers of the high-pt system located inside the magnet, allowing also the search 
for hadron pairs. 
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in the dual ported memories of DSP's. The Second Level Trigger (SLT) 
refines the selection of the FLT by refitting the tracks more precisely using 
more tracking superlayers and also the drift time information in the ROIs. 
If a track candidate can still be traced back to the exit of the spectrometer 
magnet, it is propagated through the magnet using a look-up table for the 
magnetic field and track segments in the V D S are reconstructed. An event 
is accepted, if the lepton pair candidates have a common vertex, that can be 
additionally demanded to be displaced from the target to suppress prompt 
J / t f s . 

The SLT is implemented in a farm of 240 off-the-shelf PCs that are con
nected to the DSP's that also provide the necessary switched network to the 
SLB. The suppression factor due to the SLT is 100 - 1000, resulting in an out
put frequency of 500 - 50 Hz, depending on the event class that is searched 
for. For the J/^ trigger, the output rate should be already low enough at 
this stage to make further event filtering unnecessary. 

After a positive decision of the SLT, a complete event record is built 
from the respective information stored in the SLB. There is an option to use 
additionally a T h i r d Level Trigger (TLT) algorithm, running on ~ 20 % 
of the CPUs of the S L T / T L T farm. This would thus be the first trigger level 
that can use the full event information and an additional reduction of the 
event rate by a factor of 10-20 for certain event classes is expected, yielding 
an output frequency of ~ 50 Hz that can be logged to tape. In the year 2000 
running, however, this option was not needed since the event rate delivered 
by the SLT was already below 50 Hz. 

The data of the S L T / T L T farm are transferred via a commercial network 
to the Four th Level Trigger (4LT) also being implemented in a farm of 
200 off-the-shelf PCs. Here the events are completely reconstructed, classified 
and - if still necessary - filtered such they can be archived (logged) on tape. 
Since only about 10 MB/s can be logged, the maximum logging rate is about 
50 Hz for an average (reconstructed) event size of ~ 200 kB. 

Additionally, on the 4LT farm alignment and calibration constants can 
be calculated online and data quality monitoring is done. 

The described trigger system is highly configurable and thus allows trig
ger modes different from the one described above, like triggering on single 
leptons, tracks with high pt, events containing an interaction5, or a random 
trigger uniformly sampling all HERA bunches (yielding minimum bias data). 
In the case of minimum bias data taking, no preselection is needed (except 
perhaps for an interaction trigger) and the amount of data that can be taken 

5An interaction can be detected e.g. by energy deposition in the ECAL above a certain 
threshold or by demanding a minimal number of photons in the RICH. 
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Figure 2.10: The data acquisition system of H E R A - B with corresponding 
trigger levels and event rates. The figure has been taken from [HBOO]. 
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in a certain time period is limited by the maximal possible logging rate. 
The complete chain of data acquisition is summarised in figure 2.10 and 

a more detailed description of the H E R A - B data acquisition system can be 
found in [HerOO, San02c]. 

2.6 Detector status in the year 2000 
The detector assembly was principally finished in the end of 1999, and the 
year 2000 running was thus devoted to the commissioning of the detector. 
This process was already essentially completed for some subsystems like the 
RICH or VDS, whereas it took longer than expected for other subsystems like 
ITR , O T R and the FLT. This was not due to problems with the high radiation 
environment, but more due to not properly commissioned electronics. 

For example, the O T R continuously lost channels mainly due to shorts 
on the high voltage distribution boards at such a rate that by the end of 
the running in 2000, the O T R had almost lost 7 % of his channels due to 
this problem. Due to the organisation of the high voltage distribution, the 
temporary channel losses were even higher since the final containment of the 
error requires short access to the detector which is possible on average once 
per month. 

Especially since the commissioning of the FLT could not be completed 
within the running period 2000 that ended in August due to the luminosity 
upgrade of HERA, the detection of Golden Decays as described in section 2.5 
was not feasible. Nevertheless, several major data sets were taken, including 
also minimum bias data that will be used for the presented analysis. 

The long HERA shutdown and possible access to the detector for more 
than one year allowed for many improvements of the sub-systems. A detailed 
description of the detector condition in 2000 and the planned improvements 
during the shutdown in 2000/2001 can be found in [HB00] and references 
therein. Also from the physical and software point of view, the collaboration 
has taken advantage of the available time for a deeper understanding of de
tector calibration and alignment and for improvements of the reconstruction 
and analysis framework. Consequently, H E R A - B is eagerly awaiting data 
taking in 2002 with a highly improved detector. 

The experiences gained so far also provide important input for the future 
planned hadronic B factories like LHCb. 



Chapter 3 

Min imum Bias data and 
analysis framework 

After introducing the minimum bias dataset used for the polarisation analy
sis, this chapter will describe how tracks and vertices are reconstructed from 
the data and which criteria are used to select high quality physical tracks. 

3.1 T h e M i n i m u m Bias dataset 
The main contribution to events seen by the H E R A - B spectrometer are "soft" 
inelastic interactions producing the light it, d and s quarks in the final state 
according to the respective cross sections. For any heavy flavour decay to be 
disentangled from the observed event, those interactions form the underlying 
background. A detailed investigation of such inelastic interactions without 
using any trigger to enhance heavy flavours is thus not only useful for studies 
of the basic underlying physics, but also a fundamental step of detector 
commissioning. 

For this purpose, four H E R A proton fills were used in April 2000 for a 
minimum bias running, where data were taken with a random trigger uni
formly sampling all HERA bunches. In order to be able to study dependen
cies on target material and interaction rate, for each available target material 
(Al, C, Ti , W ) a proton fill was used and target rate scans were performed. 
To monitor the stability of the detector performance, one calibration run was 
taken per fill under the same conditions using the titanium wire at 5 MHz 
interaction rate. For detailed studies of A dependencies, also large data 
samples were collected for each target material at 5 MHz target rate. 

The data taking period took place under very stable detector conditions 
and the results of detailed studies of e.g. single particle inclusive distributions 
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were used to tune the Monte Carlo description of the H E R A - B detector. This 
well studied dataset was also used for the A polarisation analysis1, and the 
basic features of the used data are summarised in table 3.1. 

data taking 10. - 14. 04. 2000 (57h) 
trigger random 

target rate 1 - 10 MHz 

used targets inner 1 (Ti), inner 2 (C), 
above 2 (Al), below 2 (W) 

used events 3 952 085 

Table 3.1: Properties of the minimum bias dataset used for the analysis. For 
the target naming scheme refer to figure 2.3 (a). 

Because data taking at 20 MHz was not very stable and did not take 
place for all target materials, these runs were not included for the polarisation 
analysis. The loss of statistics due to this is roughly 3 %. Since for the data 
taking mainly a random trigger was used, about 50 % of the recorded events 
were empty. A list of the used runs with further details can be found in 
appendix B. 

3.2 Event reconstruction 
The software framework used for event reconstruction and also analysis at 
H E R A - B is called A R T E (Analysis and Reconstruction Tool, [Art02]). A R T E 
is used both for online reconstruction for data quality purposes and fast 
feedback to the data taking and offline reconstruction (reprocessing) of the 
data when all calibration constants are known. 

The event record is stored in different linked data structures called tables 
from low level information like hits (HITB table) via intermediate steps of 
reconstruction as track segments in different sub-detectors (RSEG table) up 
to highest level information like fully reconstructed tracks ( R T R A table) 
and vertices (RVER table). The tables also contain links to entries from 
other tables that were used for the filling of the respective table, allowing to 
reproduce the flow of information afterwards. 

The filling of the different tables is done by various functions, some of 
which will be outlined shortly to give a glimpse on the reconstruction chain. 

1The term "A polarisation analysis" or "polarisation analysis" will be used throughout 
this thesis referring to the polarisation analysis of both A and A. 
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Again, special emphasis will be placed on V D S and O T R since they play a 
basic role in the presented analysis. 

Hit preparation 
Before any track reconstruction can start, the raw data have to be translated 
into hit information for each sub-detector. As an example, for the vertex 
detector the data reduction due to selection of hit information from the raw 
data is a factor of 20, taking into account a maximal occupancy per event of 
5 % [HB95]. 

In case of the VDS, the program package MARVIN [Wag99] is performing 
the following steps to isolate hit-information from the raw data: 

1. For each channel, a characteristic, slowly varying pedestal is determined 
and subtracted. 

2. For all channels of a readout chip, baseline jumps2 are evaluated and 
subtracted for every event. 

3. After those steps, for each channel the level of statistical fluctuations 
(noise) is determined. 

4. Finally, the search for hits is performed for one or more neighbouring 
V D S strips ("cluster") by checking the height of a possible signal above 
the statistical fluctuations. 

5. For identified clusters, the centre of gravity is stored together with 
signal to noise value and number of contributing strips into the HITB 
table. 

A more detailed description of the used algorithms and cuts in MARVIN can 
be found in [Wag99]. 

For the O T R , the are sparsified removing channels containing no 
signal. For the filling of the HITB table, noisy channels are removed before 
the combined information of hit position and drift time is stored. 

Standalone reconstruction and track finding 
After the filling of the hit information, the standalone reconstruction for each 
sub-detector can start with ring search in the RICH, energy cluster finding 
in the ECAL and track segment reconstruction in VDS, OTR , 

2 baseline fluctuations on an event by event basis affecting all channels of a readout 
chip, also called common mode 
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Figure 3.1: The track matching: V D S and PC (Pattern Chamber) segments 
are prolongated to the magnet centre at z = 4.55 m and cuts on the differ
ences in the x position are applied. The figure is based on [AgaOl]. 

The track reconstruction package used in the V D S is CATS (a Cellular 
Automaton for Tracking in Silicon [EmeOla], [Kis99]). Unlike many other 
tracking programs based on the Kalman filter, this package utilises a cellular 
automaton for track search. 

Since this algorithm is based on space points, first all hits in the planes of a 
superlayer are combined into three dimensional points whose coordinates are 
corrected for the track slopes assuming the tracks originate from the target 
region. To compensate possible detector inefficiencies, a space point can be 
built from two to four hits. Then track segments combining neighbouring su-
perlayers with at most one missing superlayer in between (regarding detector 
acceptance and inefficiencies) are forming the cells on which the automaton 
is finally run. From the track candidates proposed by the automaton finally 
the longest and smoothest are selected and fitted with a discrete Kalman 
filter algorithm. 

For the main tracker, a package based on the same principles, O T R / I T R -
CATS has been developed [EmeOlb]. The results for the respective track 
segments is stored in the RSEG table. 

Track matching 
After the standalone reconstruction is done for every sub-detector, the indi
vidual information is combined into objects (tracks) traversing the complete 
detector (see figure 3.1). The package used for the merging of track segments, 
E CAL clusters and RICH rings into a complete track is M A R P L E [Igo98]. 
Many matching schemes are possible and supported within M A R P L E like 
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VDS-MAIN, VDS-RICH, VDS-ECAL, MAIN-RICH, MAIN-ECAL , . . . . 
The matching between track segments in the V D S and in the main tracker 

pattern chambers (PCs) behind the magnet is the most important one for 
the polarisation analysis (information from the magnet chambers was not 
used). For this, the point at the end of the V D S segment is extrapolated to 
the P C entry point using the segment slope. Segments passing a cut on the 
difference in y (where no bending occurs) are propagated together with the 
PC segment to be matched with, into the centre of the magnet where a cut 
on the difference in x is applied. On the found matches a refit is performed 
before further matches to the ECAL and RICH are added. 

The R T R A table in which the results of the matching are stored, con
tains the found track parameters (the initial space point of the track with 
the slopes), the momentum and charge of the track, the x 2 and degrees of 
freedom of the track fit, the number of hits in the sub-detectors, IDs for the 
used segments and likelihoods for different particle hypothesis determined by 
RICH, ECAL, muon system and T R D . 

Vertexing 
The vertexing package used for primary and secondary vertex3 finding in this 
analysis is G R O V E R (Generic Reconstruction Of VERtices) [EmeOlc]. 

The primary vertex finder applies the Rover algorithm [EmeOO] where 
only tracks within 3.5 a of the target wire(s) are used with a being the 
track resolution. The changing wire position can be determined internally 
by a wire following mechanism based on the statistical mean of positions of 
reconstructed primary vertices. The vertex fit itself is performed without us
age of momentum information purely based on geometrical track information 
using a Kalman algorithm. 

For all vertices found, information like position, covariance matrix, links 
to used RTRAs , x2 a n d degrees of freedom of the fit and a type flag is stored 
in the RVER table. 

Reconstruction settings used for the analysis 
The reconstruction chain described above is identical for both real and Monte 
Carlo simulated data as soon as the hits are prepared4. The A R T E version 

3A primary vertex denotes the location where the first interaction occurs. Secondary 
vertices result from the decays of long living particles produced in the primary interaction 
or subsequent interactions of the particles emerging from the primary vertex. 

4For reasons that will be explained in section 5.2, no information of the ITR was used 
in the reconstruction. 
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used for reconstruction in the A polarisation analysis was ARTE-03-09-r3. 
The kumac used for the steering of the various subprograms was based on 
the rp3004 kumac [Her02] which was a predecessor to that of the official 
third reprocessing of the year 2000 data basically using an older calibration 
database version ( K E Y B O O K 14) than the final version. The later database 
changes had no impact on the presented analysis since they were mainly 
introducing an improved noise reduction in the ECAL [SanOl]. 

3.3 Clone removal 
Since the R T R A table contains every combination of track segments that 
the matching procedure between the sub-detectors generates, many track 
segments are used more than once to form a track (see figure 3.2), which has 
mainly two reasons: 

• In order to increase efficiency in the track finding, many different com
binations using the same track segments are stored with the drawback 
that the user himself has to take care of the purity of the track sample 
he wants to use. 

• In the search for special physical processes like pair conversions where 
the pair could appear in the V D S as one segment due to its small 
opening angle and then show up as two segments in the main tracker 
after the magnetic field, the multiple usage of track segments can be 
useful. 

However, for many analysis purposes it is essential to select a clone-free 
subset of all tracks provided in the R T R A table where every track segment is 
used only once. The unification of the algorithm to determine this subsample 
of the R T R A table also allows easier comparison of the results of different 
analyses being based on the same set of tracks. 

The function Cloneremove is such a tool to select the tracks according to 
simple criteria which will be described in detail below. This selection is just 
using two basic conditions in order to allow a preferably unbiased analysis: 

1. Only reconstructed charged tracks are accepted having the R T R A fit 
flag = 0. 

2. Only tracks having at least a V D S segment are used. 

The basic idea of this tool is very simple: The algorithm will ignore all 
tracks which do not fulfil the two requirements stated above and sort the 
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2 

Figure 3.2: Generation of track clones: The matching procedure may use 
track segments more than once to form a complete track. Tracks sharing the 
same track segment are called clones. The figure is based on [AgaOl], 

remaining tracks according to their quality. Then, the tracks are accepted 
beginning with those of highest quality. Before a track is approved, it is 
checked whether this track is not using segments already used by (higher 
quality) tracks accepted before. 

The tracks accepted by this code can be any combination of a VDS-
segment with M A I N / E C A L / R I C H or V D S only tracks. For all approved 
tracks, the bit Rsegc: : clonerm in the R T R A cmp field is set and the number 
of accepted tracks is returned by the program. Thus, no tracks are actually 
discarded from the R T R A table, but the clonerm bit allows easily to select 
a well-defined clone-free subset from the full R T R A table. 

The key problem for the Cloneremove function is to find an appropriate 
track quality algorithm without introducing a bias. The information available 
for this purpose is anything stored in the R T R A table like: 

• Number of hits of the track in the sub-detectors 

• Number of sub-detectors seeing the track 

• x2 P e r degrees of freedom of the track fit. 

Many different algorithms calculating a figure of merit (FoM) using the avail
able R T R A information have been tested and their performance was judged 
by the resulting quality of the K°s signal in a reference data set (details can 
be found in [PleOl]). Finally, the simplest algorithm with the best signal has 
been used for Cloneremove, working as follows: 
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• First, the number of hits in the V D S and main tracker are added up. 

• If RICH information exists, the number of hits divided by four (rescaled 
with respect to the average number of hits in the V D S ) is added. 

• If the ECAL is present, a further 1 is added. 

• From this number finally the x 2 per degrees of freedom of the track fit 
is subtracted intermixing the basic hierarchy of tracks with respect to 
the presence of different sub-detector information. 

The resulting figure of merit reads as follows: 

For the analysis described in this thesis, version 1.2 of Cloneremove. C 
was used. The differences to version 1.0 described in [PleOl] are the following: 

1. Usage of trigger information was added: Triggered tracks get a very 
high FoM and are thus preferred with respect to "normal" tracks. They 
cannot be skipped due to a missing V D S segment or wrong fit flag. 

2. For tracks with clone-free V D S and MAIN segments no clone removal 
is done any more for RICH and ECAL. 

3. The implementation was improved by using higher precision internal 
variables and excluding the theoretical possibility of losing tracks with 
the same FoM5. 

All changes had only a marginal impact on the performance and behaviour 
of the code described in [PleOl]. 

Cloneremove. C might be further improved in the future by exploiting the 
extra information that has meantime been added in the R T R A table. For 
example, for V D S and O T R now bit patterns for the expected and found hits 
in the detector layers are available. This allows to judge the track quality 
not by the absolute number of hits of a track but relative to the expected 
number of hits, no longer preferring long tracks with respect to short ones. 
Additionally, more than one check bit might be introduced to account for 
the different demands of the various analysis tasks. 

FoM = hitsvds + hitsmain + 
hitsrich IECAL? 

5To improve code readability, the name of the check bit Rsegc: :bit20 was substituted 
by Rsegc::clonerm. 
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V® reconstruction 

The typical topology of a V° event is shown in figure 4.1: A V° appears as 
a two track secondary vertex downstream from the target region, with the 
reconstructed total momentum pointing back to the target. Thus, for an 
efficient reconstruction of inclusively produced V°s, vertex and momentum 
information on the decay products are crucial. Once this information is 
available, it is straightforward to check different mass hypothesis for each 
decay vertex and improve the physical signal by requiring V° characteristics 
like a certain flight length and impact parameter to the primary vertex. 

In this chapter it will be shown how the background to the V° signals 
mainly coming from primary vertex tracks and low momentum tracks affected 

Figure 4.1: Typical topology of a V° event. 
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strongly by multiple scattering can be effectively separated from the signal 
by using appropriate cuts and track selection. Thus the usage of the particle 
identification sub-detectors of H E R A - B like the RICH was not necessary for 
the V° reconstruction. 

4.1 V° selection criteria 
After the preparation of tracks and vertices as described in chapter 3, finally 
the V° reconstruction1 can start as follows: 

• In order to skip quickly empty events, first it is checked that the event 
contains at least two tracks after clone removal. 

• After this it is demanded that the event to be processed contains at 
least one primary vertex consisting of at least three tracks or segments 
in the VDS. 

For any event fulfilling these requirements, all pairs of oppositely charged 
tracks are vertexed. For the mass hypothesis to be used, the kinematical 
properties of the different V° decays illustrated in figure 4.2 can be exploited 
[Pod54]: Here the transverse momentum pt of the oppositely charged de
cay products with respect to the V° is plotted versus their asymmetry in 
the longitudinal momentum relative to the V°. Since the decay products of 

—y ir+7r~ have the same mass, their momenta will be on average sym
metrically distributed, whereas for A —> pir~ (A —> p7r+) the (anti-) proton 
will take on average more momentum, resulting in the asymmetry shown in 
figure 4.2. It should be noted that in the regions where the K°s band overlaps 
with the A (A) band, both particles are kinematically indistinguishable on 
an event by event basis2. Thus, to minimise the background on the A (A) 
signal, this overlap region should be removed. 

For every track pair, the maximum of the momentum ratios max \^=, ̂ + J 
is calculated. If it is smaller than 4, that is if the momenta are distributed 
more symmetrically, first the K°s mass hypothesis is checked, else the A 
or A hypothesis is tested, depending on the charge of the track with the 
dominant momentum. If the calculated invariant mass does not fall into 
a predefined window (0.428 GeV/c2 < mKo < 0.568 GeV/c2 respectively 

LThe used algorithm was based on the file rcSelect_KOS_Lambda.C in the ARTE 
reco module. Since this code is using an outdated track selection, this was replaced 
by Cloneremove.C, version!.2 (see section 3.3). 

2In high statistics, those ff°'s will form a flat background under the A / A signal. 
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Figure 4.2: Armenteros-Podolanski plot for V°s [Pod54]: The transverse 
momentum pt of the oppositely charged decay products with respect to the 
V° is plotted versus their asymmetry in the longitudinal momentum relative 
to the V° a = 4 r ^ -

Pi+ Pi 

1.09 GeV/c2 < mA/A < 1-14 GeV/c2), the remaining hypotheses are cycled 
through: K°q A ->• A. 

If no hypothesis fits into the mass window, the actual track combination 
is skipped, else the information about this V° candidate like the momenta of 
the two tracks, the positively checked particle hypothesis, etc. is filled into 
an ntuple. 

Of special interest are variables that can be exploited for improving the 
desired signal quality. The following information is used for further cuts3: 

1. the distance between the V° tracks, cut at > 400 jim 

2. the impact parameter of the V° to the closest primary vertex, cut at 
> 600 fim 

3. the flight path of the V° in the V° rest frame cto ("flgt"), cut at 
< 1.3 mm 

4. the flight path of the A / A in the A / A rest frame ct0 • Pt of the decay 
products relative to the A / A (" jvf lgt") , cut at < 0.05 cm GeV/c. 

3For the filling of the ntuple, however, all cuts quoted below are not yet applied in 
order to be still able to study the behaviour of the signal depending on the cut values. 
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Figure 4.3: Distributions of cut variables for the V° signals in the minimum 
bias dataset after the preselection cuts: (a) the flight path of the K°s in the 
Kg rest frame cto and (b) the flight path of the A in the A rest frame cto • Pt 
of the decay products relative to the A are shown for peak and sideband 
regions respectively. The chosen cut values are indicated by the arrows. 

The first two cuts can be understood as a soft preselection in order to reduce 
the amount of data to be processed: Taking into account the resolutions of 
the V D S as stated in [BraOl], the cut on the distance between the V° tracks 
corresponds to more than 6 a of the distance of closest approach distributions. 
The cut on the impact parameter to the closest primary vertex corresponds 
to more than 8 a of the impact parameter resolution. 

The cut on the flight path of the V° in the V° rest frame is a very powerful 
tool in order to get rid of much shortlived background produced in the target. 
Since crKo « | CTA, the cut is much more selective on the K® signal than for 
the A. 

In figure 4.3 (a) the distribution of the flight path cto is shown for the 
3 a peak region of the K°s signal (histogram) overlayed with the distribution 
in the sidebands which is normalised to the peak distribution (polymarkers) 
after applying the preselection cuts 1. and 2.. The cut value indicated by the 
arrow is set at the position where the background distribution drops below 
the signal distribution. 

The fourth cut is applied additionally for A / A candidates in order to reject 
background originating e.g. from pair conversions or split reconstructed V D S 
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segments that populate preferredly the region below pt « 0.05 GeV/c in 
the Armenteros-Podolanski plot. Rather than cutting on the area below 
Pt = 0.05 GeV/c which would cause a significant loss of signal, it is possible 
to recover A / A candidates in that region by cutting on the product pt • 
cto (flgt). In figure 4.3 (b) the distribution of pt • flgt for A candidates after 
applying the preselection cuts 1. and 2. is plotted for the 3 a peak region 
of the A signal (histogram) and for the sidebands renormalised to the peak 
distribution (polymarkers). Again the cut was chosen at the position where 
signal and background start to be distinguishable. 

As already stated before, K^s are kinematically indistinguishable from 
A / A in the regions where the respective bands in the Armenteros-Podolanski 
plot overlap. In order to diminish systematic errors on the polarisation anal
ysis introduced by A^'s, this background is minimised by the following two 
measures: 

• To prevent an overlap of the K® band with the A / A bands, for all K°s 
candidates the maximal momentum ratio of the decay tracks is chosen 
to be < 3. 

• To remove K®ys that are kinematically indistinguishable from A / A , all 
A / A candidates are removed that fulfil a mass hypothesis in the 
mass window 0.485 GeV/c2 < mKo < 0.515 GeV/c2. 

To illustrate above cuts, figure 4.4 shows their effect on the Armenteros-
Podolanski plot. The loss of A / A signal due to the removal is about 
10%. 

4.2 Track selection 
For the V° reconstruction the most important ingredients are the vertex re
construction and momentum determination. Taking into account only tracks 
containing at least a V D S segment, there are the following possible track 
compositions (neglecting the muon system and T R D ) : 

1. V D S + MAIN + RICH + ECAL 

2. V D S + MAIN + RICH 

3. V D S + MAIN + ECAL 

4. V D S + MAIN 

5. V D S + RICH + ECAL 
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Figure 4.4: Armenteros-Podolanski plot for the minimum bias dataset after 
^-background removal. 

6. V D S + RICH 

7. V D S + ECAL 

8. V D S only 

The different track compositions will contribute to the V° signal with dif
ferent efficiency. Especially tracks containing no information from the main 
tracking system might introduce considerable background to the desired sig
nal due to increased ghost track contributions and lower matching efficiencies. 
Since Cloneremove ( ) 4 being applied by the V° selection uses all track consti
tutions mentioned above, it is useful to check how the signal quality depends 
on the used track selection. 

To study this effect, the V° selection described in the previous section was 
applied to the same set of tracks (run 14577, reprocessing 2) using different 
track selections. 

In table 4.1 the outcome of these tests is shown: The first row shows 
the yield of V°s using the described V° selection criteria and an outdated 
track selection widely used before completion of the Cloneremove. C function, 
which was replaced by Cloneremove.C, versionl.2 in the second row. The 

4See section 3.3. 
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K° A A 
Old track selection 2099 ± 47 387 ± 20 159 ± 13 

Cloneremove. C, versionl.2 2561 ± 56 415 ± 22 206 ± 17 
Modified Cloneremove. C, versionl.2 2244 ± 49 392 ± 21 175 ± 14 

Table 4.1: V° yield for different track selection codes in a fixed data set (run 
14577). 

last row finally shows the result of using a modified clone removal, allowing 
only tracks having at least V D S and main tracker information to be used. 

It is obvious that the yield of V°s is improved by the usage of Cloneremove. C 
instead of the outdated track selection, leaving only the decision open which 
Cloneremove. C version should be used. 

To illustrate the differences in the signal quality, figure 4.5 shows how the 
quality improves if tracks consisting of V D S only, V D S + ECAL and V D S + 
RICH + E CAL are removed in Cloneremove. C, versionl.2: For plot (a) the 
signal / ^/background is 49, whereas it is 101 for plot (b), where the above 
mentioned tracks are removed. 

Because it was possible to reduce the background in the V°s considerably 
by removing tracks as stated above and thus reduce necessary systematic 
corrections of the polarisation measurement, the modified Cloneremove() 
was used in this analysis ignoring those tracks. Since the matching between 
V D S and RICH was switched off in the track reconstruction, the removal of 
above track types is equivalent to require each track to have at least a V D S 
and a main tracker segment for optimal momentum information. 

4.3 Reconstructed V° signals 
Finally, the V° mass distributions obtained from the minimum bias dataset 
after applying all cuts mentioned in section 4.1 and using the track selection 
as stated in section 4.2 are shown in figure 4.6. 

To each mass distribution a Gaussian plus a linear background has been 
fitted. The obtained signal width for the signal is 6 MeV/c2, for the 
A / A it is about 2.2 MeV/c2. For comparison purposes, the mass values of 
the particle data group (PDG) are shown as red lines in each plot. From 
the very good agreement in the mass positions it can be concluded that 
calibration and alignment of the H E R A - B detector are well understood for 
this dataset. An overview of the signal statistics obtained in the minimum 
bias dataset compared to the MC dataset can be found in table 5.1. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.5: (a): signal using CloneremoveO VI .2 as track selection for 
the V° reconstruction, (b): K°s signal using CloneremoveO VI .2 without 
V D S only, V D S + E C A L and V D S + RICH + E C A L tracks for the V° 
reconstruction. 
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Figure 4.6: V° mass distributions in the minimum bias dataset after applica
tion of the cuts and track selection described in this chapter. To each mass 
distribution a Gaussian plus a linear background has been fitted. 





Chapter 5 

Acceptance determination 

As already shown in section 1.5, to determine the A (A) polarisation it is 
necessary to analyse the angular distributions of the decay (anti-) proton 
in the A (A) rest frame. Since the measured angular distributions will be 
convoluted with the detector acceptance A(cos fy) (see equation 1.12), the 
acceptance determination is a crucial point. In the analysis presented in 
this thesis, the acceptance of the H E R A - B apparatus has been determined 
with Monte Carlo (MC) simulations: The angular distributions in the MC 
truth (before reconstruction) have been generated flatly, so the observed 
distortions after reconstruction will be due to the detector acceptance. To 
prove the validity of the detector simulation with respect to material budgets, 
resolutions, efficiencies, etc., additional observables have been checked with 
respect to the data. 

This chapter will show how the Monte Carlo simulations were generated 
and how the reconstruction of the generated data was done. Possible sources 
for deviations between real data and simulation will be discussed in more 
detail since they might have a strong impact on the acceptance determination 
and thus the polarisation analysis. 

5.1 Monte Carlo generation 

The generation of Monte Carlo simulated events proceeds in two steps: First, 
event generators simulate all the particles that are produced in the primary 
interaction. After that, those particles are propagated through the simulated 
detector. 
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5.1.1 Event generation 

The default event generators used for simulations at H E R A - B are the P Y T H I A 
and FRIT IOF programs [Iva99]: The P Y T H I A package, which uses internally 
the J E T S E T program for fragmentation of hadronic jets [Sj694], is used to 
generate e.g. the heavy quarks of interest in a hard scattering process. Be
cause P Y T H I A is restricted to the collisions of nucleons and not able to 
simulate nuclear effects, the remaining energy of the event is then passed 
into the FRIT IOF [Pi92] simulation package. FRITIOF, which is optimised 
for the treatment of nuclear environment like simulating energy loss and mul
tiple scattering of partons traversing the target nucleus, is then generating 
the underlying event. 

However, for the purpose of this analysis, the P Y T H I A package was not 
used: The As and As were generated purely following the kinematic distri
bution described in equation 5.1 below. The remaining energy of the event 
was then passed to FRIT IOF for the generation of the underlying event as 
a virtual TT+ as beam particle, following again the usual simulation scheme. 
Since the K^s were generated by FRIT IOF with sufficiently high statistics 
(see table 5.1), no dedicated K°s sample was needed. 

Assuming that XF and pt are independent variables to describe the V° 
kinematics, parametrising it in pf as experimentally observed and in XF as 
described in [Gun79] and references therein, one yields the following distri
bution form: 

< f a C ( l - xF)n • exp{-Bp2
t). (5.1) 

dpfdxp 

In order to adopt the generated kinematic distributions to the observed ex
perimental data, the As and As were generated according to the above dis
tribution with n = 0 (assuming a flat XF distribution in the observed range) 
and B = — - « 2.1 ^73- with < p£ data > being the observed mean 
value of the p\ distribution in real V° data taken with H E R A - B and other 
experiments. 

Extensive consistency checks have successfully been performed with this 
way of Monte Carlo generation which are described in detail in [HB02] and 
references therein. The flatness of the angular distributions of the decay 
(anti-) proton in the A (A) rest frame was also successfully checked which 
leads to the fact that the reconstructed Monte Carlo distributions can be 
directly used for acceptance corrections. All events were generated on the 
inner 2 carbon wire (see figure 2.3 (a)). 
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5.1.2 Detector simulation 
The H E R A - B detector simulation is performed within the H B G E A N [Now94] 
package based on G E A N T [GEA94]. Here, the detector has to be exhaus
tively described with respect to geometrical shapes, positions, type and 
amount of material of all detector components in every detail. 

Al l particles generated as described above are passed to HBGEAN prop
agating them through the simulated detector. Here they leave Monte Carlo 
impact points (MIMPs) in detector volumes sensitive to the particular parti
cle, decay according to their specific lifetime and can encounter energy loss or 
multiple scattering according to the particle's momentum and crossed mate
rial. Al l relevant information is again stored in A R T E tables like the MIMPs 
(MIMP table), the tracks/particles ( M T R A table) and the vertices (MVER 
table). Since the information stored in those tables is not affected by detector 
efficiencies and resolutions, it is also referred to as Monte Carlo truth. 

For a proper simulation of the detector behaviour, of course those effi
ciencies and resolutions have to be taken into account as described in the 
next section. 

5.2 Monte Carlo reconstruction 
The crucial point for Monte Carlo reconstruction is the digitisation where 
the Monte Carlo truth is converted into information like the real detector 
would record it. 

For example, MIMPs are (not) converted into hits according to the known 
efficiencies or dead channels of the respective sub-detector. Detector reso
lutions are included if needed by the smearing of hit positions according to 
Gaussian error distributions reflecting the known resolutions. 

After digitisation, the event reconstruction chain for Monte Carlo and 
real data is identical and proceeds like described in section 3.21. Figure 5.1 
summarises again the commonnesses and differences for real data taking and 
Monte Carlo simulations. Since the finally filled structures are identical for 
both after reconstruction, the same analyses can be performed easily on both 
reconstructed data and Monte Carlo. 

1Like for real data reconstruction, the used ARTE version was ARTE-03-09-r3, and 
also the used steering file (kumac) was based again on the rp3004 kumac (see section 
3.2). The significant difference in the kumac is the usage of the geometry file that was 
also used for the Monte Carlo generation (I0_pl0000.g0308r5-04.d991015.geo) and the 
initialisation of the digitisation which used information optimised for the minimum bias 
period. 

http://I0_pl0000.g0308r5-04.d991015.geo
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of real data taking and Monte Carlo simulations. 
The figure is based on [AgaOl]. 

For the polarisation analysis, the goal to obtain a good detector accep
tance description with the reconstructed Monte Carlo was being more compli
cated by the fact that the whole detector system was still being commissioned 
as stated already in section 2.6. Especially since the I T R was not fully op
erational during the minimum bias data taking, it had to be crosschecked 
that usage of this information would not corrupt the description of the main 
tracker in Monte Carlo and thus the acceptance determination. An effective 
means of checking whether the I T R is described correctly in Monte Carlo is 
to compare the distribution of inbending and outbending track pairs with 
real data: 

Figure 5.2 illustrates that a proper variable to distinguish between in-
and outbending tracks is the product of charge and x component of the 
momentum px which is positive for outbenders and negative for inbenders. 
The picture also illustrates the reconstruction of inbenders will rely much 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.2: Properties of (a) in- and (b) outbending tracks in HERA-B: For 
inbenders charge • px is negative, for outbenders it is positive. 

more on an efficient inner tracking area in H E R A - B than the reconstruction 
of outbenders. In figure 5.3 the distribution of in- and outbenders for data 
and Monte Carlo normalised to the same integral is compared (a) before and 
(b) after removing the I T R information from reconstruction. 

It is clearly visible that the efficiency of the I T R is overestimated in 
Monte Carlo, causing an excess of inbenders compared to real data. After 
removing the I T R information, the agreement between data and Monte Carlo 
is evident. 

Table 5.1 summarises the obtained V° signal statistics for the minimum 
bias data and the produced Monte Carlo after removing the I T R from recon
struction, applying the V° selection as described in chapter 4. The overesti-
mation of I T R efficiency in Monte Carlo becomes again evident in the signal 
loss due to I T R removal which is twice as high for simulated data than for 
real data. For the reasons stated above, no ITR information was used for 
reconstruction in minimum bias data and Monte Carlo in this analysis. 

Having a look at the available statistics for the A polarisation analysis, 
one might think of using other datasets taken in the year 2000 additionally 
in order to increase statistics. This possibility was also checked for the Single 
Lepton dataset taken in August 2000 using a trigger on a single lepton with 
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Figure 5.3: Comparing in- and outbenders in MC and Data for K® normalised 
to the same integral (a) before and (b) after removal of the I T R in the 
reconstruction. 

Dataset particle signal ITR-loss source 
13800 - 1 5 % Min Bias 

DATA A 2900 - 1 5 % Min Bias 
A 1350 - 1 8 % Min Bias 

K° 
S 

3750 - 2 9 % FRIT IOF 
MC A 3450 - 2 6 % KIN & FRIT IOF 

A 850 - 3 8 % KIN & FRIT IOF 

Table 5.1: V° statistics in the Monte Carlo and minimum bias datasets 
after removing I T R information for reconstruction. ITR-loss states the loss 
in statistics due to the I T R removal. KIN refers to the kinematic model 
applied for A / A generation as described in equation 5.1. 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the <3> distribution of K^s for minimum bias 
(MB) and Single Lepton (SL) data after sideband subtraction (see chapter 
6) normalised to the same integral. 

high pt (pt > 1 GeV/c)2. This dataset was also taken in a short time period 
such that effects of the detector commissioning on the data are expected to 
be small. Merging this dataset with the minimum bias data, a factor of 3.5 
in statistics would have been gained. 

Unfortunately, the detector had changed significantly between April and 
August 2000. For example, the O T R was losing channels continously due to 
shorts on the high voltage distribution boards. Comparing the Single Lepton 
and minimum bias data after identical reconstruction, it was easily visible 
that the detector had changed that much in between that a merging of the 
data would be far from trivial. As an example, in figure 5.4 the K® azimuthal 
angle (<3>) distribution is shown for minimum bias (MB) and Single Lepton 
(SL) data normalised to the same integral. 

The obvious differences would have also been quite time consuming to be 
implemented in Monte Carlo. Since in the year 2002 data taking, a larger 
data sample by a factor of 10-100 can easily be accumulated in a very short 
time period with much more stable running conditions, it was decided that 
the effort to merge Single Lepton and minimum bias data is too high com
pared to the gained statistics. 

2 A more detailed description can be found in [AgaOl]. 
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Figure 5.5: (a) Xp and (b) pt distributions for As in Monte Carlo (MC) 
and minimum bias (MB) data after sideband subtraction (see chapter 6) 
normalised to the same integral. 

To make sure that Monte Carlo is in good agreement with real data, for 
all V°s many distributions like 9, $ , pt, Xp, mass, pz, flightpath,... were 
compared with real data, and reasonable agreement was found as shown 
in appendix A . The widths of the mass peaks were found to be smaller 
in reconstructed Monte Carlo compared to real data showing that still some 
more knowledge about the detector needs to be implemented in Monte Carlo: 
The width in Monte Carlo is « 77 %, « 81 % and « 75 % of that in data, 
for K°s, A and A respectively. 

Of special importance, however, are the Xp and pt distributions on which 
the polarisation to be measured depends. Figure 5.5 shows the comparison 
between minimum bias data and Monte Carlo for As in XF and pt normalised 
to the same integral. 

The discrepancy of the shapes between data and Monte Carlo in the xp 
distribution shows that it is obviously not flat as it was generated using the 
kinematical model stated in equation 5.1. This approach was only chosen 
because no model was available in the kinematic region of HERA-B . Using 
the reconstructed xp distribution in Monte Carlo normalised to the integral 
of the data distribution as acceptance correction for the data and sideband 
subtraction for both distributions, the resulting distribution can be fitted 
with a parametrisation k • (1 — |a;i?|)c. Figure 5.6 shows the result of the fit 
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Figure 5.6: Parametrisation of the acceptance corrected Xp distribution for 
As after sideband subtraction (see chapter 6): The result of the fit using 
k • (1 — \xp\)c as fit function is shown as red line with the corresponding 
parameters in the fit box. 

yielding a value of 7.23 ± 0.68 for c. 
The effect of this discrepancy on the polarisation analysis can be esti

mated by reweighting the Monte Carlo in xp with respect to the minimum 
bias data and using the observed difference in the polarisation result to obtain 
a systematic error. 

A more striking difference between data and simulation occurs in pt above 
« 1.2 GeV/c (figure 5.5(b)): Here, a bump where the data are significantly 
above the simulation, is visible. 

Having a closer look at the distributions of As in data and Monte 
Carlo, the source of the difference becomes obvious (see figure 5.7 (a)): In 
the data, a kink occurs in the p\ distribution, making it necessary to fit two 
exponentials instead of one, whereas Monte Carlo can be described by just 
fitting one exponential. Figure 5.7 (b) shows that the effect observed in our 
data is a well-known fact also to other experiments: The pf distributions 
of different hyperons also show a kink occurring around 1.2 GeV2/c2:, being 
observed by the WA89 experiment using a 320 GeV S~ beam on a Cu target 
[Zav02]. It follows that this well established experimental fact is obviously 
not described properly in the Monte Carlo used for this analysis, as can 
be understood easily regarding the simple kinematic model used so far (see 
equation 5.1). 

To estimate the systematic error introduced by this deviation, the polar
isation calculated from the full data sample will be compared to the value 
obtained from the subsample below a pt of y/T^2 GeV/c « 1.1 GeV/c. 
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Figure 5.7: Discrepancy between data and MC in p\: (a) shows that two 
slopes are necessary to fit the data, whereas the first slope is enough to 
describe the Monte Carlo distribution (rescaled with respect to data). The 
result of the fit for the black line is shown in the fit box. (b) shows the pf 
distributions for K°s and different hyperons in WA89 [Zav02]: Also here two 
slopes are necessary to describe the data. 



Chapter 6 

Polarisation analysis 

This chapter will explain how the actual polarisation analysis is carried out. 
The necessary steps prior to this are the reconstruction of data and Monte 
Carlo, checking the agreement between real data and Monte Carlo detector 
description and finally the reconstruction of V°s, which have been explained 
in the previous chapters. 

The polarisation analysis proceeds as follows: 

1. For both minimum bias data and Monte Carlo, the mass distributions 
for all V° signals are filled. To each distribution, a linear background 
and a Gaussian signal is fitted. From the obtained width <r, a peak and 
a sideband region is defined using a value of 3 a from the found peak 
position as limit. 

2. For each V° signal, different distributions of interest like <3>, 6, Xf, pt,... 
and the angular distributions of the decay p, p, TT+ of A, A, K® (see 
section 1.5) are filled separately for peak and sideband region defined 
in the first step. 

3. The sideband distributions are rescaled with respect to the integral 
over the linear background in the peak region fitted in the first step. 

4. If a weighted filling of all distributions with respect to any variable of 
interest (e.g. XF) is desired, for that variable the rescaled sideband 
distribution is subtracted from the peak distribution (sideband sub
traction, see figure 6.1) both in data and Monte Carlo. The resulting 
distributions are divided by each other to obtain a weight factor for 
each bin of the variable to be weighted for. By this, the Monte Carlo 
can be adopted to real data for any distribution of interest. 
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5. To obtain all distributions weighted with respect to the variable of 
interest, the steps 2. and 3. are repeated using the weights calculated 
in 4.. 

6. Finally, the polarisation for all three V° signals in all three directions 
is evaluated using either the unweighted or the weighted angular dis
tributions: First, a sideband subtraction is done both for data and 
Monte Carlo distributions. To get rid of acceptance effects, the ob
tained distributions are divided by each other. Finally, a straight line 
fit is applied to all acceptance corrected distributions, with the slope 
being a • polarisation. The polarisation values are then obtained using 
aKo = 1, aA = 0.642, a A = -0.642. 

Figure 6.1 illustrates again the concept of sideband subtraction used in the 
analysis: Assuming that the background in the peak region (drawn in blue) 
is identical to that in the sidebands (shown in red), the background under the 

Figure 6.1: Illustration of sideband subtraction: The sideband regions be
yond 3 a are shown as red areas; the corresponding background under the 
signal is shown in blue. Assuming identical behaviour of background in peak 
and sideband region, the rescaled sidebands can be used to estimate the 
background in the central region. 
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peak can be subtracted by using the distribution in the sidebands rescaled 
with respect to the expected integral of the background under the peak. 

The result of the polarisation analysis for Kg, A and A using the un
weighted angular distributions is shown in figures 6.2 - 6.4: The figures (a) 
k, (b), (c) k, (d) and (e) & (f) show the overlayed angular distributions for 
minimum bias data and Monte Carlo rescaled to the same integral and the 
data distribution divided by the simulation with a straight line fit applied 
for x, y and z direction respectively. 

Because the kinematics of the decay products for A and A is the same, 
also the angular distributions for the decay proton and anti proton look very 
similar. The dip in z direction for both A and A results from the removal 
of Kg candidates from the samples. The negative slope of this distribution 
introducing an asymmetry between positive and negative cos 9Z can be un
derstood in the following way: A positive cos 9Z means that the (anti) proton 
is flying in the direction of the A (A), i.e. the direction of the boost. That 
is equivalent to the TT~ (TT+) being emitted opposite to the boost direction, 
resulting in a very soft track that will fall below the reconstruction threshold 
with a probability increasing with increasing positive cos 9Z. 

The differences in V° kinematics between minimum bias data and Monte 
Carlo in XF and pt as described in the previous chapter will mainly influence 
the z related angular distributions since z points to the direction of the recon
structed V° momentum. Accordingly, the largest deviations from zero are 
expected to occur in cos 9Z, as actually observed. A mapping of XF versus 
Pt to correct for the observed deviations is not possible due to the limited 
statistics. To illustrate how the result in z is depending on the kinematics, in 
table 6.1 the polarisation results are shown additionally using xF weighting 
for A and A, where deviations in xF are obvious as shown in appendix A1 . 
The results in z are closer to zero after xp weighting as expected. 

The used kinematical model as stated in equation 5.1 certainly has some 
room for improvement, but since the kinematics in the range of H E R A - B 
are not known, it provides only a first estimate. Provided sufficient statistics 
in data and Monte Carlo, the observed deviations could be used to draw 
conclusions about the real underlying kinematics at HERA-B . 

Since the y coordinate is more independent from the kinematics, the 
respective results are more important as consistency crosscheck, and good 
agreement with zero is found. A detailed discussion of systematic errors on 
the polarisation measurement that could arise from the observed deviations 
in xF and pt will follow in the next chapter. 

1For the K® signal, the deviations in XF are only marginal as can be seen in appendix A, 
thus also the effect of the weighting is marginal. 
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The angular distributions of the K°s are finally expected to be symmetri
cally around zero, since the kinematics of the decay products is - in contrast 
to A and A - completely symmetric, which is also observed. The restricted 
range of the cos $z distribution (| cos 9Z\ J$ 0.7) is due to the cut on the 
momentum ratio for K® candidates (see chapter 4). 

Table 6.1 summarises the results obtained from the straight line fits after 
the correction for the respective a factor. 

particle direction polarisation a polarisation polarisation 
a polarisation, 

K° 
X -0.001 0.026 -0.023 

K° y -0.011 0.031 -0.358 K° 
z -0.087 0.057 -1.514 

A 

X 0.073 0.073 1.001 

A 

x (weighted) 0.074 0.072 1.032 

A y -0.076 0.084 -0.905 A y (weighted) -0.084 0.084 -0.998 A 

z 0.129 0.076 1.689 

A 

z (weighted) -0.006 0.078 -0.083 

A 

x 0.006 0.129 0.047 

A 

x (weighted) -0.070 0.129 -0.539 

A y 0.006 0.144 0.042 A y (weighted) 0.046 0.147 0.316 A 

z -0.238 0.141 -1.693 

A 

z (weighted) 0.069 0.147 0.467 

Table 6.1: Polarisation values with statistical errors for all V° signals and 
directions. For A and A, additionally the results using XF weighting are 
shown. Note that the polarisation measurement refers to the x direction of 
A and A. 
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Figure 6.2: Unweighted angular distributions in data and Monte Carlo 
(rescaled to the same integral) after sideband subtraction and result of the 
linear fits after acceptance correction for the K°s signal for x, y and z direc
tion. 
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Figure 6.3: Unweighted angular distributions in data and Monte Carlo 
(rescaled to the same integral) after sideband subtraction and result of the 
linear fits after acceptance correction for the A signal for x, y and z direction. 
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Figure 6.4: Unweighted angular distributions in data and Monte Carlo 
(rescaled to the same integral) after sideband subtraction and result of the 
linear fits after acceptance correction for the A signal for x, y and z direction. 





Chapter 7 

Systematic errors 

This chapter will discuss the influence of inherent biases of the presented 
analysis method on the results presented in the last chapter. 

For simplicity reasons, the term "polarisation" will be also used for the 
Kg even though it has no spin. In this case, the result of the linear fit to the 
acceptance corrected angular distribution will be quoted, corresponding to the 
polarisation analysis using a^o = 1. 

Since all calculations have been performed using the full available preci
sion whereas fewer digits are shown in the tables, rounding effects may occur 
for the presented results compared to the underlying values shown in the 
tables. 

7.1 B e a m movement 
The HERA proton beam enters H E R A - B inclined with respect to the z co
ordinate of HERA-B's coordinate system with a slight tilt in x direction to 
compensate for the momentum kick the protons encounter in the H E R A - B 
magnet. The nominal value for the beam tilt corresponds to a rotation of 
0.6887 mrad around the y axis of HERA-B's coordinate system1. 

Since this beam tilt was simulated in Monte Carlo with the nominal value, 
whereas for the real data beam movements may occur, it has to be checked 
whether those deviations have any impact on the polarisation values to be 
obtained, keeping in mind that the beam direction directly enters into the 
definition of the reaction plane. For that purpose, the polarisation analysis 
was performed keeping the beam direction for Monte Carlo data fixed to 
the nominal value and varying the x direction of the beam in 200 MeV/c 

1This yields a momentum vector of (—0.6336,0,919.9998) GeV/c for each incoming 
proton. 
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Figure 7.1: Effect of beam movement on polarisation results for all V° sig
nals. The outcome of the straight line fit is shown as dashed line with the fit 
parameters indicated in the fit box. Since always the same data were anal
ysed, the errors on the polarisation will be completely correlated. Because 
of this, only one polarisation error is drawn for each V°. px of the beam is 
displayed in GeV/c. 
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steps from 0 to 1.2 GeV/c for the data, corresponding to a beam movement 
of 100 % around its nominal value. The resulting transverse polarisations 
versus the x component of the beam momentum are shown in figure 7.1 for 
all V°s with a linear fit applied to each diagram. 

To estimate the effect of beam movement on the polarisation measure
ment, we assume a beam deviation from the nominal value of 50 %: 

K°s : as
b

y
e*l = 0.0027 • 0.6336 • 0.5 « 0.0009 

A : (rllfm = 0.0164 • 0.6336 • 0.5 « 0.0052 
A : <T%?m = 0.0251 • 0.6336 • 0.5 w 0.0079. 

It is obvious that the changes to the polarisations due to beam movement 
are negligible. To illustrate this, the biggest increase of the total error occurs 
for the A transverse polarisation, where it is still on the per mill level if the 
systematic error due to beam movement is accounted for: 

°r = V w + « - ) 2 

= V0.1294642 + 0.0079422 « 0.129707 
« 1.002 • aslat. 

The derived systematic errors due to beam movement will be used for the 
calculation of the total errors for the sake of completeness. 

7.2 Error on a 
For the polarisation values stated in the last chapter, the errors cited were 
just the errors on the slope of the straight line fit to the acceptance corrected 
angular distributions using the measured decay asymmetry parameters for 
A / A as constants. Taking additionally into account the error on the mea
sured a = 0.642 ± 0.013 [GroOO], the relative error of the polarisation changes 
as follows: 

0-pol pSlope gpol 

pol slope pol 

Calculating the polarisation errors using the error on a, one yields in the x 
direction for A and A : 

pol slope 

= 1.00021 • ^ — 
polfy slopes 
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particle polarisationnocut polarisationcut Polcut - Polnocut 
K° -0.001 ± 0.026 -0.002 ± 0.026 -0.0010 0.0056 
A 0.073 ± 0.073 0.042 ± 0.079 -0.0302 0.0310 
A 0.006 ± 0.129 0.077 ± 0.136 0.0714 0.0401 

Table 7.1: Results for the transverse polarisation measurement before and 
after cutting onp t < 1.1 GeV/c for all V° signals. 

Obviously, the error is completely dominated by the statistics. The calcula
tion of a systematic error asyst only gives a mentionable value for the A and 
will again only be used in the final error calculation for completeness: 

aa 

A : as
a
yst = pol • — 0.0015 

a 

A : as
a
yst = pol • — « 0.0001. 

a 

7.3 Error due to pt description in Monte Carlo 

As already stated in section 5.2, the Monte Carlo simulation does not describe 
the behaviour of the data in pt properly in the range above 1.1 GeV/c. To 
estimate the systematic error introduced by this, the polarisation analysis 
was repeated on the pt subsample in data and Monte Carlo below 1.1 GeV/c. 
The signal loss due to the cut is roughly 8 % for K®, 19 % for A and 14 % 
for A. 

Table 7.1 shows how the values for the transverse polarisation are changed 
by this cut: Clearly, the values before and after cutting are compatible with 
each other. Also the statistical significance of the removed sample is compa
rable to the value of the possible bias. 

Since the usage of above information for a systematic error asysi is un
favourable due to the implied further reduction of available statistics, this 
error is determined in the following way: 

The Monte Carlo was reweighted with respect to pf of the minimum bias 
data, removing all events having a zero weight in Monte Carlo and minimum 
bias data also in the unweighted polarisation analysis to see the pure effect 
of the weighting. The results shown in table 7.2 finally yield the systematic 
errors o^st for all V°s using the absolute values of the deviations due to the 
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particle polar is(itionn(yWe{g^f.ing polarisatiouyjeighung POlweight P^noweight 
K° -0.0002 ± 0.0257 -0.0018 ± 0.0260 -0.0016 
A 0.0755 ± 0.0728 0.0711 ± 0.0738 -0.0044 
A 0.0267 ± 0.1280 0.0284 ± 0.1302 0.0017 

Table 7.2: Results for the transverse polarisation measurement before and 
after pt weighting of Monte Carlo with respect to the data for all V° signals. 

pt weighting: 
^yst 

Pt = 0.0016 
A: syst 

uPt = 0.0044 
A : nsyst 

Pt = 0.0017. 

Again, the errors are found to be very small compared to the statistical errors. 

7.4 Error due t o x p description in Monte Carlo 
To check the effect of the deviations between real data and simulation in 
xF on the polarisation results, the Monte Carlo simulation was reweighted 
with respect to xF of the minimum bias data. To see the pure effect of the 
weighting, all events having a zero weight were skipped in Monte Carlo and 
minimum bias data also in the unweighted polarisation analysis. 

The observed larger effect of the weighting on the A transverse polarisa
tion compared to the A corresponds to the bigger deviations between data 
and simulation for A as shown in appendix A . 

As stated there, one major difference between the A and A sample is the 
enhanced fraction of FRIT IOF generated As in the A sample, having different 
kinematical properties than the model stated in equation 5.1. Additionally, 

particle polar %satior\n(ylj1Q{gili{ng polarisationweighung POlweight P^noweight 
K» -0.0008 ± 0.0256 -0.0003 ± 0.0256 0.0004 
A 0.0806 ± 0.0725 0.0741 ± 0.0718 -0.0065 
A -0.0323 ± 0.1280 -0.0696 ± 0.1291 -0.0372 

Table 7.3: Results for the transverse polarisation measurement before and 
after xp weighting of Monte Carlo with respect to the data for all V° signals. 
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the observed bigger effect of xF weighting could be an indication for the fact 
that using a flat xF distribution in the kinematical model is more problematic 
for A than for A as it might be expected due to leading particle effects. 

Using the symmetrised deviations due to the xF weighting (see table 7.3) 
as systematic errors, one gets: 

7.5 Background sources 
The most prominent sources for secondary As (As) are E°s and £ ° s / E _ s / ^ _ s 
with their respective antiparticles: 

• The S° decays predominantly into A 7r° with a cr of 8.71 cm [GroOO]. 
Since the As originating from S°s will, in general, not point back to 
the primary vertex, the cut on the impact parameter used in the V° 
selection discussed in section 4.1 will already discard most of this back
ground. 
Analogue arguments hold for the E~ —>• ATT~ and the —> AK~ with 
a cr of 4.91 cm and 2.46 cm respectively. 

• The E°s decay predominantly into A 7 with a cr of 2.22 -10 - 11m [GroOO]. 
The short lifetime makes a cut on the impact parameter to discard As 
originating from E°s useless. Since those As are hard to be disentangled 
from the ones coming from the primary vertex, A polarisation measure
ments usually account for both channels inclusively. 
To correct for the contamination due to E°s, their fraction in the 
dataset and the polarisation of those indirect As need to be known. 
For the latter, theoretical models have to be applied. In general, the 
polarisation of direct As is expected to be greater than the measured 
value [Fan99, Hel85, And79]. 

Using FRIT IOF simulations, the fraction of As (As) coming from /Q~ 
and their antiparticles was estimated to be & 10 %. After application of the 
standard V° selection cuts, this fraction is reduced to « 1 % [San02b]. The 
impact of this remaining fraction is negligible considering additionally the 
convolution of the respective decay asymmetry parameters into a possible 
distortion of the A / A polarisation. 

The fraction of As (As) originating from E°s (E°s) was roughly estimated 
to be 50 % [San02a] in good agreement with the literature where this fraction 

0.0004 
0.0065 
0.0372. 
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is measured to be (43 ± 7) % [Yul91], Using the ECAL, it should be possible 
to perform detailed studies of E°s in a high statistics V° dataset. 

Additional future data will add the possibility to study hyperons decaying 
into A / A + X in detail. This study is not feasible within the current data 
sample due to the lack of statistics. 

7.6 Total systematic errors 
To obtain the total systematic errors, the errors discussed so far are combined 
in the following way: 

The results are summarised in table 7.4 for each V°: 

K° A A 
syst 
beam 0.0009 0.0052 0.0079 

nsyst 
wa 0 0.0015 0.0001 
-syst 

Pt 0.0016 0.0044 0.0017 
-syst 
u x F 

0.0004 0.0065 0.0372 
syst 

atot 0.0019 0.0095 0.0381 

Table 7.4: Single and combined systematic errors for all V signals. 

The presented analysis is clearly dominated by the poor statistics (com
pare with the statistical errors given in table 6.1). A further improvement of 
the systematic errors is thus not necessary for the presented analysis. 

For the upcoming measurements in 2002 the signal statistics will be a 
factor of 10-100 larger. The systematic errors due to the deviations between 
data and Monte Carlo in XF and pt can be reduced by adopting the kine-
matical model used for V° generation as described in equation 5.1 to the 
observed properties of the data by introducing, for example, the two slopes 
in pi as shown in figure 5.7 and reduce the fraction of FRIT IOF generated 
A / A which have different kinematical properties. Additionally, the statistics 
of the generated Monte Carlo must be increased dramatically not to spoil the 
possible precision of the bigger real data set. 

With increased statistics, the systematic error on a will also become more 
important. Additional studies like acceptance differences between different 
target wires should be performed to be able to improve the detector descrip
tion in Monte Carlo. 





Chapter 8 

Results and discussion 

A polarisation measurements are usually done for different bins in xp and 
pt to study the dependencies on these variables, as illustrated in section 1.3. 
Due to the very limited signal statistics in the used dataset (see table 5.1), 
however, it is not useful to subdivide the available data in more than two 
bins. 

Table 8.1 shows the results of the polarisation analysis as described in 
chapter 6 using the default cuts and no weighting for the available data split 
in xp at -0.06 or in pt at 0.7 GeV/c. The values for the splitting were chosen 
such that the statistics of the A sample is roughly the same in both halves. 
The kinematical range stated in the table refers to the values obtained after 
removing up to 16 outlying events at both upper and lower edges of the 
distributions, keeping at least 98 % of the data. 

The obtained results for the A are shown in figure 8.1 compared to other 
experiments. The achieved precision is already comparable to that of the 
other inclusive measurement at negative XF by [Yul91], and within the errors 
the values are compatible. For the Kg and A, where no changes of the 
polarisation with respect to xp and pt are expected, a constant was fitted 
to the two polarisation values obtained after splitting in xp or pt. Their x2 

with respect to the fit value obtained probabilities between 9 and 79 %x just 
using the statistical errors, indicating the two values are compatible. 

For the full dataset, the following transverse polarisations were found (the 
corresponding kinematical regions are stated in table 8.1): 

1For cutting in XF, the probabilities are 9 % and 28 % for and A; for pt the 
probabilities are 79 % and 63 % for and A. 

0.001 ± 0.026 ± 0.0019, 
0.073 ± 0.073 ± 0.0095, 
0.006 ± 0.129 ± 0.0381, 

A 
A 
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Figure 8.1: Measured A polarisation versus Xp and pt: Only the statistical 
errors are drawn. 
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splitting Pt XF polarisation 
no 1.14 ± 1.14 -0.06 ± 0.09 -0.001 ± 0.026 

T T-I 
JU ft 

1.14 ± 1.14 -0.015 ± 0.045 0.007 ± 0.026 
K° 

s 

T T-I 
JU ft 1.14 ± 1.14 -0.105 ± 0.045 -0.189 ± 0.113 

Pt 
1.49 ± 0.79 -0.06 ± 0.09 -0.010 ± 0.058 

Pt 0.35 ± 0.35 -0.06 ± 0.09 0.007 ± 0.029 
no 1.20 ± 1.00 -0.08 ± 0.11 0.073 ± 0.073 

XF 
1.20 ± 1.00 -0.015 ± 0.045 0.025 ± 0.092 

A XF 1.20 ± 1.00 -0.125 ± 0.065 0.174 ± 0.104 

Pt 
1.45 ± 0.75 -0.08 ± 0.11 0.156 ± 0.097 

Pt 0.45 ± 0.25 -0.08 ± 0.11 0.028 ± 0.107 
no 0.88 ± 0.76 -0.06 ± 0.07 0.006 ± 0.129 

XF 
0.88 ± 0.76 -0.025 ± 0.035 0.067 ± 0.165 

A XF 0.88 ± 0.76 -0.095 ± 0.035 -0.215 ± 0.199 

Pt 
1.17 ± 0.47 -0.06 ± 0.07 0.032 ± 0.189 

Pt 0.41 ± 0.29 -0.06 ± 0.07 0.156 ± 0.177 

Table 8.1: V° transverse polarisations in different kinematical regions: For 
each V°1 the polarisation results are shown for the full kinematic range of 
H E R A - B and for the sample split at xF = -0 .06 or pt = 0.7 GeV/c. The 
indicated errors on the polarisation values are statistical only. 

where the first error is the statistical one and the second is the systematic 
error as discussed in chapter 7. 

The analysis shows to be self consistent since all polarisations in the 
production plane (y and z direction referring to the coordinate system defined 
in section 1.5) of each V° are found to be compatible with zero (see table 6.1), 
as expected by parity conservation in the strong interaction. For the K°s being 
a spinless particle, also the polarisation transverse to the production plane 
must be zero like actually observed. 

The obtained result is in addition compatible with the experimental ob
servations concerning A polarisation which has been found to be always com
patible with zero, independent of Xp and pt. 

Concerning the A polarisation, a value slightly different from zero could 
have been expected regarding the linear dependencies of A polarisation versus 
XF and pt. Unfortunately, no theoretical model is available explaining the 
phenomenon of hyperon polarisation (see section 1.4), thus no comparison 
can be made. 
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It is obvious that the presented measurements are completely dominated 
by the statistical errors, and, consequently, no conclusive proposition can be 
made about size or sign of inclusive A polarisation in our kinematical region, 
except that the value is close to zero. 

8.1 Out look 
In the upcoming data taking of HERA-B , a minimum bias data sample with 
10-100 times more statistics can easily be obtained. Assuming a factor of 50 
in statistics would allow already to gain almost one order of magnitude in the 
statistical errors and provide polarisation measurements with a precision on 
the percent level, competitive to other experiments measuring at Xp > 0.2. 

A sample of this size allows also meaningful measurements in the xF and 
pt regions at the edges of the detector acceptance (see figure 1.6). With the 
I T R being commissioned, the kinematically accessible region will be further 
increased in the positive xp direction compared to the presented measure
ments, where the I T R was not used. 

H E R A - B could provide the first measurements on polarisation A depen
dencies in the kinematical region xp < 0. So far, A dependencies have only 
been measured in the positive Xp region, and the effects were found to be on 
a few percent level [Hel85]. 

To be on the safe side, two data samples providing a factor of 50 more 
statistics compared to the presented analysis would be needed for the lightest 
(carbon) and heaviest (tungsten) target wire available for the 2002 running, 
allowing also small effects to be observed. Since H E R A - B can access the 
target fragmentation region for the first time for those measurements, it could 
well be that significantly stronger effects are observed than in the previous 
measurements in the beam fragmentation region. 

An enhanced statistical sample could facilitate even the measurement of 
strangeness correlations, allowing the polarisation measurement of coherently 
produced A A pairs, where for the difference of the polarisations contradict
ing model predictions exist: For example, according the Lund model (see 
section 1.4.3), A and A must have equal polarisations in this case, whereas 
the A polarisation is expected to be zero in the DeGrand and Miettinen 
model for that case (see section 1.4.2). H E R A - B could thus contribute to 
the understanding of the underlying polarising physical process. 

Using the ECAL for photon detection, also the main background channel 
to A polarisation measurements, E° —> Ay (see section 7.5), could be further 
investigated which is not possible for most other experiments due to the lack 
of photon identification. 
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Since ~ 10 % of the As /As are originating from E°fE~/£l~ and their 
antiparticles, also studies of those hyperons will be possible. 

The needed data samples could be taken with marginal impact to the 
H E R A - B physics program as illustrated in appendix C. 

Due to the needed very precise acceptance determination via Monte Carlo, 
also other analyses will profit from the experiences gained from the polarisa
tion analysis. 

8.2 Conclusion 
The presented analysis has shown that hyperon polarisation measurements 
with H E R A - B are feasible. Due to the unique kinematical range covered 
by the spectrometer, new insights into the phenomenon of hyperon polari
sation can be gained that could lead to a better understanding of the yet 
unexplained polarisation effects. The measurements in the transition region 
between beam and target fragmentation will provide important input to the 
theories which is missing at the moment. 





Append ix A 

Comparison of V properties in 
data and M C 

This appendix illustrates the extensive studies that have been performed to 
check the agreement between Monte Carlo simulation and minimum bias 
data. All shown distributions were generated using the default cuts as de
scribed in chapter 4 and sideband subtraction without weighting (see chap
ter 6). To facilitate the comparison, both real data and simulation were 
normalised to the same integral. 

The variables used for comparison are: 

(a) mass: The invariant mass calculated from the V° track pair for the 
particle hypothesis found by the V° selection described in section 4.1. 

(b) flgt: flight path of the V° in the V° rest frame (do). 

(c) Ptot' Total momentum of the V° candidate measured in the laboratory 
frame. 

(d) pz: Z (longitudinal) component of the total momentum of the V° can
didate measured in the laboratory frame (with respect to H E R A - B 
coordinates). 

(e) $: Azimuthal angle of the V° candidate. 

(f) 0 : Polar angle of the V° candidate. 

(g) pt- Transverse component of the total momentum (perpendicular to z) 
of the V° candidate measured in the laboratory frame (with respect to 
H E R A - B coordinates). 

(h) pf: Squared transverse momentum. 
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(i) xF: Feynman x of the V° candidate: xF = P[^ax^ ~ y | , with pi being 
the longitudinal momentum in the centre of mass system. 

Taking into account that statistics and thus statistical errors for data 
and simulation are comparable, the agreement for most distributions is sat
isfactory. The observed deviations in the mass, Xp and pt distributions are 
discussed in more detail in section 5.2 and chapter 7. 

Slight differences in the Monte Carlo pt and xp distributions between 
A and A can be explained by the fact that the fraction of As produced by 
FRIT IOF in the A sample is much higher than the fraction of As produced 
by FRIT IOF in the A sample. Since the generated A sample also provided 
already several hundred As being produced by FRITIOF, fewer files were 
generated for A using the kinematical model described in equation 5.1. As 
a result, approximately 38 % of the A sample were produced by FRITIOF, 
whereas this fraction is only roughly 15 % for the A sample. 
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MC, part2. 
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Figure A.4: Comparison of A properties in minimum bias data (MB) and 
MC, part2. 
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Figure A.5: Comparison of A properties in minimum bias data (MB) and 
MC, parti. 
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Figure A.6: Comparison of A properties in minimum bias data (MB) and 
MC, part2. 



Append ix B 

List of used min imum bias runs 

This appendix lists those minimum bias runs that were used for the po
larisation analysis in chronological order, starting from run 14543 taken on 
10.04.2000 and ending with run 14654 taken on 14.04.2000. In total, four 
HERA proton fills were dedicated to minimum bias data taking. Runs that 
were taken using the same HERA proton fill are grouped into one table. 

The applied target material, wire position, interaction rate and number 
of taken events are indicated as well as additional comments referring to the 
data taking conditions. 
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Rate Scan with Ti-Wire / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

2 MHz 20,000 14543 68711 problems with muon SC 

5 MHz 20,000 14544 27888 

10 MHz 20,000 14545 25199 

10 MHz 20,000 14547 16986 bad V D S at end 

5 MHz 20,000 14548 20335 

2 MHz 20,000 14549 20220 
Minimum-Bias Data with Ti-Wire / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

5 MHz 500,000 14551 233733 run crashed 

14552 20k run crashed 

14553 236683 run crashed 

14554 20532 regular run end 
Ti-Wire with Interaction Trigger ( "interaction") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

2 MHz < 100,000 14555 25k did not work in trigger mode 

Minimum-Bias Data with Ti-Wire / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

5 MHz extra 14556 114829 up to HERMES high density run 

extra 14557 49564 stopped when disk at 96 % 

Table B. l : Used minimum bias runs taken in the first HERA fill. For the 
stated runs solely the titanium wire (inner I) was used. 
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Rate Scan with C-Wire / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

2 MHz 20,000 14566 47k bad B X distribution in beginning 

5 MHz 20,000 14567 28k 

10 MHz 20,000 14568 29k 

10 MHz 20,000 14570 25k 

5 MHz 20,000 14571 20k 

2 MHz 20,000 14572 20k 
Minimum-Bias Data with T i Reference Wire (Inner I) / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

5 MHz 40,000 14575 

14576 

20k 

20k 

Minimum-Bias Data with C-Wire / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

5 MHz 500,000 14577 500k 
Minimum-Bias Data with T i Reference Wire (Inner I) / Random Trigger "bx" 

target rate events run number events written comments 

5 MHz < 100,000 14585 84k 5 bad HIPT FEDs; until Disk Full 
if still within fill: C-Wire with Interaction Trigger ("interaction") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

1 MHz < 100,000 14589 88k 

Table B.2: Used minimum bias runs taken in the second H E R A fill. If not 
stated otherwise, the carbon wire (inner II) was used. 
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Rate Scan with Al-Wire / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

2 MHz 20,000 14591 20400 « 30 V D S FED errors 

5 MHz 20,000 14592 20456 

10 MHz 20,000 14593 21855 

10 MHz 20,000 14595 22 k 

5 MHz 20,000 14596 21452 

2 MHz 20,000 14597 18986 no bunch structure 
Minimum-Bias Data with T i Reference Wire (Inner I ) / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

5 MHz 40,000 14600 44291 BX1 only 

14601 30074 better bx-structure 

14604 41k BX1 prominent 
Minimum-Bias Data with Al-Wire / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

10 MHz 14603 370k 10 MHz to scrape coasting beam 

5 MHz 500,000 14605 238k unstable interaction rate 

14606 190k 40 % coasting beam 

10 MHz 14607 100k 

Minimum-Bias Data with T i Reference Wire (Inner I) / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

5 MHz < 100,000 14610 100k V D S DQ-dmon crashed 
if still within fill: Al-Wire with Interaction Trigger ("interaction") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

1 MHz < 100,000 14611 104k bad B X distribution 

Table B.3: Used minimum bias runs taken in the third H E R A fill. If not 
stated otherwise, the aluminium wire (above II) was used. 
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Rate Scan with W-Wire / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

2 MHz 20,000 14627 25k unstable rate 

5 MHz 20,000 14628 20k unstable rate 

10 MHz 20,000 14629 20k rate between 2 and 12 MHz 

10 MHz 20,000 14630 20k unstable rate 

5 MHz 20,000 14631 20k unstable rate 

2 MHz 20,000 14632 4471 e+ beam loss 
Minimum-Bias Data with T i Reference Wire (Inner I) / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

5 MHz 40,000 14637 40k 

Minimum-Bias Data with W-Wire / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

5 MHz 500,000 14639 360 k SL5, sector 1 of V D S OFF 

14644 160 k SL5, sector 1 of V D S OFF 
Minimum-Bias Data with T i Reference Wire (Inner I) / Random Trigger ("bx") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

5 MHz < 100,000 14649 90k V D S problem 
if still within fill: W-Wire with Interaction Trigger ("interaction") 

target rate events run number events written comments 

2 MHz < 100,000 14654 90k 46 bad VDS-FEDs 

Table B.4: Used minimum bias runs taken in the fourth HERA fill. If not 
stated otherwise, the tungsten wire (below II) was used. 





Append ix C 

Possibility for fast min imum 
bias data taking in the 2002 
running period 

This appendix will illustrate how a minimum bias dataset with a factor of 50 
more statistics can easily be obtained with marginal impact to the H E R A - B 
physics program in the 2002 running period. 

As reference, the data taking conditions of the minimum bias dataset in 
2000 will be used: Here, about 4 million events were taken using 4 HERA 
proton fills in a total time of about 57 hours. The data taking was limited 
by the logging rate of 10 MB/s which yields an event rate of 50 Hz taking 
into account the size of a reconstructed event of 200 kB. Since mostly a 
random trigger was used, 50 % of the taken events were empty, resulting in 
an effective sample size of 2 million events. Also the dataset was split in many 
runs at different data taking conditions as illustrated in appendix B, which 
resulted in the fact that not the full time available was used for data taking. 
For the following discussion, a fill duration of 12 hours will be assumed which 
is well below the average fill duration of the minimum bias data taking in 
2000. 

The key ideas to speed up the data taking would thus be to 

• use an interaction trigger to avoid empty events, 

• increase the logging rate and 

• reduce the event size. 

The logging rate can be increased by using additional logging nodes which 
can write the data to up-to-date hard disk drives at 20-30 MB/s. The 
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number of these additional logging nodes is limited to at most 2, since this 
corresponds to the maximal SLT network output bandwidth. 

Additionally, the event size can be reduced if only the raw data are written 
away, where the average event size amounts to about 80 kB. 

Consequently, the additional logging nodes would allow for an event rate 
of 

25 MB/s _ 25 • 1024 kB/s 
so kB ~ mkB " 320 Hz 

each. 
Assuming only one additional logging node, the total event rate amounts 

to 370 Hz which allows to take about 16 million events per H E R A proton fill, 
corresponding to ~ 1 TB of data on the logging node that can be distributed 
over 8 off-the-shelf hard disk drives. 

To gain a factor of 50 compared to the effective sample size in 2000, 
100 million events would be needed that can be taken in 6.25 proton fills of 
12 hours duration. 

The desired factor 50 in statistics can thus be gained in less than one week 
data taking, compared to the 4 days of minimum bias data taking in 2000. 
Since minimum bias data are anyhow valuable for the detector calibration, 
one could think of distributing the minimum bias data taking over a longer 
time period, e.g. taking one fill with minimum bias data every two weeks. 
Since in the described data taking mode still fully reconstructed data are 
written to tape with 50 Hz, this part can be used for online data quality 
monitoring and calibration immediately. 

In total, those minimum bias data should provide (9(150000) As which 
would allow to perform the polarisation analysis with statistical errors on 
the percent level. As the rough estimation above shows, this dataset can be 
obtained easily without interference to the main H E R A - B physics program. 
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